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1. INTRODUCTION
In the year 2000, the municipality of Brione s/Minusio in Switzerland counted up to 60 percent
of second homes that represents, compared to the average in the canton of Ticino of
approximately 27 percent and compared to the national average of approximately 11.2 percent,
which represents a considerable difference (Comune di Brione s/Minusio 2009, 33). This
important concentration of second homes in a small municipality such as Brione s/Minusio is
not without consequences. Concerns about the increase of real estate prices, the growing number
of foreign residents as well as the rise in the costs of infrastructure, etc. were raised.
In the early eighties, when the second home development and its outcomes were in the spotlight
of political debates, a special commission, responsible for studying the consequences of this
development, was founded by the Municipality Council of Brione s/Minusio. Subsequently,
except for minor modifications of the Master Plan, no rigorous measures to limit the continuous
growth of second homes in Brione s/Minusio have been adopted (Municipio di Brione
s/Minusio 1986).
About thirty years later, aware that the situation has not improved, the Municipality Council of
Brione s/Minusio has decided to collaborate with the University of Lugano to approach this
problem again. The aim of this present research is, therefore, to understand the present second
home situation and find measures and restrictions to minimize the negative impact linked to the
high concentration of these constructions. Within the study three main objectives will be
considered.
First, this paper aims to expose the impacts that can be directly related to the second home
concentration in Brione s/Minusio and to distinguish them from those that are to be linked to
more general socio-economic processes such as shifting social values and behaviour caused for
instance by the use of technologies, by higher purchasing power, by an improved transportation
network or by the democratisation of private cars.
It is argued that, in order to find the best measures to reduce the negative impacts caused by the
high proportion of second homes in Brione s/Minusio, it is essential to first understand the
parallels between the high proportion of second homes and their commonly attributed outcomes
such as the ones mentioned above. Only then will it be possible to discuss some concrete
solutions such as restrictive measures and limitations to control the second home development
in the future.
-1-
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Let‟s bear in mind however, that if new planning measures and changes to the Master Plan were
applied today, it would take years before changes could be observed. It is therefore imperative to
think of complementary ways to improve the situation, for instance by improving the perception
of the community regarding this problem.
Another important aspect to consider within this research is the demographic structure of
Brione s/Minusio. In fact, the second home problem in this town would most probably not be
so noteworthy if it wasn‟t for the particular structure of the resident population. Two main
groups make up the quasi totality of the inhabitants: a mainly local Italian-speaking group and a
large Swiss German-speaking incoming one. (Marcollo 2009; Danzi 1986)
Considering that Ticino is the only Italian speaking canton in Switzerland, it is understandable
that the high number of Swiss Germans residing within the Italian speaking territory, even on a
temporary basis, can be perceived as an invasion that threatens the identity and culture of the
Ticinesi population. This might intensify the resentment of certain members of the host
population towards the newcomers.
Also, it is assumed that different barriers to integration prevent newcomers from fully
assimilating with the host community, accentuating the latter‟s negative perception towards
second homes in general. By means of a survey conducted in Brione s/Minusio in June 2010 an
attempt to understand the degree of integration of the incoming group within the community
has thus been made.
Furthermore, the role improved integration could play in promoting better perception of the
second home problem has been examined. The objective here was to analyse to what extent the
„integration‟ of second homeowners could represent an alternative solution to some of the
negative aspects linked to the high concentration of the second homes in Brione s/Minusio.
On the whole, this research aspires to present to the Municipality of Brione s/Minusio a more
accurate picture of today‟s second home situation. Understanding the complexity of the second
home problem is, indeed, crucial to make the most knowledgeable decisions for the wellbeing of
the local and the host community. However, considering the extent of the phenomenon and the
little that has been done so far to attempt to control its development, the municipality of Brione
s/Minusio will have very limited possibilities with regards to implementing concrete measures.
Hence, other alternative solutions such as the integration of newcomers must be considered.

-2-
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1.1. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The objectives mentioned above, each based on a primary hypothesis, can be translated into the
three following research questions:
Hypothesis 1: The concentration of second homes within a specific destination is too perceived
to be responsible for a multitude of problems. This first analysis will attempt to draw a clearer
picture of the origin of some of the negative perceptions associated with the high concentration
of second homes seen as the most undesirable by local residents.
Contrary to what is commonly believed, some of these negative perceptions may be linked to the
socio-economical context of the destination itself rather than being exclusively related to the
high proportion of second homes.
Question 1: What are the impacts that can be attributed directly to the high concentration of second homes in the
Municipality of Brione s/Minusio?
Hypothesis 2: There is, unfortunately, no ideal solution to the second home problem; every
measure comes with its downsides and limitations. Each municipality must, therefore, choose the
most adequate measures according to their respective situations and possibilities.
In the case of Brione s/Minusio, considering the extent of the second home phenomenon, such
concrete measures will most probably have a very limited impact being given that only the
upcoming constructions as well as properties sold in the future can be influenced. Measures
seem, however, to be indispensible.
Question 2: What are the most pertinent policies and changes to the Master Plan that can be adopted by the
Municipality of Brione s/Minusio to limit the negative impacts related to the high proportion of second homes
within their territory and what are the limitations of these measures?
Hypothesis 3:
In numerous studies concerning second homes, it is assumed that second homeowners are not
very well integrated into the local community (Bollom 1978; Newby 1980; Buller 1992). This
situation may intensify the negative perception of local residents towards the second home
problem in general. In Brione s/Minusio where the second home population is very high and
originates quasi exclusively from one homogenous linguistic group, the resentment of the local
population might be even stronger.

-3-
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If better bonds were to be created between the host and the incoming community the perception
of the local population towards the second home problem might be improved. Better integration
might also encourage second homeowners to spend more time in their second home given them
more possibilities to interact with the local community and, thus, the social life of the community
could be enriched. Eventually, if improved connections were created, the local community could
consider second homeowners less as a threat and perceive the second home problem under
better light. Ultimately, this could lead to the creation of a community with a new identity that
better reflects the social structure of the population of Brione s/Minusio as it is today.
Question 3: What role can the integration of second homeowners play in helping to reduce, even partially, some of
the perceived negative impact linked to the high concentration of second homes, and help create a new identity that
better reflects Brione s/Minusio’s community of today?

1.2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The methodology used for this research consists of a comprehensive analysis of the second
home problem of the Municipality of Brione s/Minusio. This locality is considered to be a good
case study given that it represents an extreme case, thus, best illustrating the issues and concerns
linked to the study of the second home phenomenon (Office Fédéral du Développement
Territorial 2009).
This case study uses different approaches to answer the three research questions defined earlier.
The question 1 and 2 make up the theoretical part of the research (Veal 2006, 283). Their aims
are to investigate the second home phenomenon in Brione s/Minusio as well as to find measures
to limit the number of these constructions.
The question 3 constitutes the empirical part of this study. Its objective, through the means of a
survey conducted in June 2010, is to develop and evaluate new approaches to the second home
problem in Brione s/Minusio. (Ibid, 306)

-4-
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2. BRIONE S/MINUSIO: THE SECOND HOME PROBLEM
According to a research conducted in the United Kingdom by Gallent et al. (2005, 1) second
homes in rural areas are sometimes depicted as the scourge of the countryside: “…they alone are
responsible for the rural housing crisis, for the closure of village schools and the collapse of
essential services. Second homes are chocking the countryside, forcing young local people to
move away, and condemning once thriving villages to progressive abandonment”.
The situation is not so much different in Switzerland where those same images have often been
conveyed by some politicians. In the article published in 1986 in „Eco Di Locarno‟, the
communal counsellor Carlo Danzi from the Democratic Union of the Centre, Switzerland‟s
national conservative political party, states that the high percentage of second homes is „the
number one problem of Minusio‟, these homes represent “…a social injustice and a financial loss
for the municipality” and “…it is urgent to intervene at the root of the problem, the population
of Minusio is not prepared to burden itself with additional costs to support expenses provoked
by the invasion of the 'sunny Ticino' by tourists”. Therefore, a „battle‟ to limit second homes
should be undertaken to reduce the “…alarming negative consequences that the phenomenon
generates”. He continues declaring that “…the problem has reached such proportions that it
cannot be ignored any longer. It is necessary to act.” (Eco Di Locarno 1986, 5)
According to Gallent et al. (2005, 1), such views “…provides an opportunity to present local
problems as being externally driven, caused not by failures in the immediate economy or by
misjudging policy interventions, but by the greed and carelessness of outside interests.”.
Whether it is true or not, or in other words, to which extent second homes are, in real terms, to
be considered the roots of those „alarming negative consequences‟ is the topic of the first part of
this paper. In order to fully understand the situation, a thorough definition of the concept of
„second home‟ will be given followed with an introductory chapter on Brione s/Minusio‟s
geographical setting, historical background and demographic situation.

-5-
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2.1. „SECOND HOME‟ – DEFINITION OF THE CONCEPT
According to Gallent et al. (2005, 6) “Understanding what a second home is, provides the
obvious starting point for investigating their „meaning‟ or measuring their effects on housing
markets or rural communities.”, the task, however, is not an easy one considering the fact that
this concept encloses a large array of characteristics which vary in importance according to
diverse factors such as who it is used by, in which context it is employed in and finally what
purpose it serves.
Early definitions such as Pyne‟s (1973, 3) describe second homes as follows, “A dwelling used by
its owner and possibly other visitors for leisure or holiday purposes and which is not the usual
permanent place of residence for the owner”. This definition describes the function of second
homes as the main characteristic of the concept.
Other definitions will, for legal or fiscal purposes, clearly state the maximum number of days a
second home must be occupied to be named as such, other definitions will put more weight on
the location of the second home to underline if it is situated in a touristic destination or not
(Credit Swiss Economic Research 2005, 7), others again will broaden the significance of the
concept as described by Hall and Müller (2004, 4): “There is a great variety of terms that refers to
second homes: recreational homes, vacation homes, summer homes, cottages, and weekend
homes, …which all refer to a certain idea of usage.”
This „idea of usage‟, in reality, can be rather difficult to assess, “…it can be predicted that a
considerable number of people have more than one place that can be called a home. However,
practical matters concerning, for example, taxation, statistics, voting and other citizenship rights
force individuals and households to state exactly where they are at home. The administrative
practice clearly fails to acknowledge the complexity of life and mobility by defining people as
static and immobile in their day-to-day everyday life.” (Ibid, 6)
Clearly, the various meanings given to second homes are much too complex to be assessed
within practical definitions that resume them merely to their functional aspects. Yet, as
Salletmaier (1993, 6) would express it, “„Recreational spaces‟ (that is, secondary dwellings) are
much more than just physical places and should be seen within the context of place identity (in
much the same way as a first home)”.
The concept of „second home‟ encloses a meaning that goes far beyond the physical structure
that is a “…meaning for both those who reside within, and for those who might be excluded
from the housing market because of its presence in a particular location.”, in other words,
-6-
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“Second homes can come to symbolise the inequities that exist in the housing market, and hence
become a focus for concern and negative emotional reaction”. Then again, “[…] these same
„homes‟ may have a positive impact on the lives of theirs users, allowing them to position
themselves within a community or in relation to other second homeowners” (Gallent et al. 2005,
6).
To conclude, even if a more practical definition is used in this research to define what we
consider to be a „second home‟, an essential matter of this paper is to understand the more
subjective meaning behind second homes, in other words, what makes second homes “…much
more than just physical places” (Salletmaier 1993).
To follow the reasoning of Jacobs (1972, 4) the practical definition used in this research is rather
a wide one: “…because the pattern of use might vary widely it was unwise to delineate a second
home to narrowly”. Whether these homes are used on a temporary basis to serve recreational,
financial or others purposes, their impacts on a given destination and host community are
relatively similar. Therefore, the definition used is the one of Xiao Di et al. (2001, 2):
When we refer to second homes, we generally mean housing units that are not
principal or primary residences, and that are occupied by their owners‟ part of the
year. These units might be vacant when not occupied by the owners, but also might be
rented part of the year. While often thought to be housing used for recreational
purposes, second homes also include housing retained to facilitate employment of the
owner or members of his family, to allow people to be near (or get away from)
relatives or friends part of the year, or to serve other purposes that require the owners
to occupy them on a temporary basis. And the term “second” home includes “third”,
“fourth” or even higher numbers of homes owned.

When defining the concept of „second home‟ for a study about a locality in Ticino, one more
aspect needs to be considered. In fact, this canton is famous for its so-called „rustici‟: traditional
habitations mainly built in stone that can be seen in mountainous and peripheral areas. Since
these dwellings rarely reach modern standards of living they are seldom used as a first home.
Therefore, being given that other houses are more inclined to create conflicts of interest between
local residents in need of a home and incoming people looking for a secondary residence, no
difference will be made between these two types of habitations. Moreover, these „rustici‟ make
up only a minority of the real estate park.

-7-
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2.2. BRIONE S/MINUSIO
The small municipality of Brione s/Minusio is located in the canton of Ticino in Switzerland in
the area of Locarno. A steep and tortuous road, on the flank of the Cimetta Mountain leads, at
an altitude of approximately 429m above sea level, to this sunny little settlement. Overlooking
the Lake Maggiore, Brione s/Minusio has a magnificent view over the whole Locarnese region.
(Wikipedia, s.v. Brione s/Minusio)

Figure 1: Brione s/Minusio, canton Ticino, Switzerland (Wikipedia, s.v. Brione s/Minusio)

According to the latest data at hand, Brione s/Minusio counted 563 permanent inhabitants in
2009 which is slightly more than at the beginning of the century where the population of the
commune was of approximately 500 inhabitants (Ustat 2009). Even though the population did
not fluctuate much over the century, many changes and events revolutionized this little
community.
The following chapter will deal with some of the most important events that influenced and
transformed the rural community of Brione s/Minusio into what it is today, a sub peripheral
home for some, a lucrative target for investments for a few, a beautiful recreational destination
for others, and in our case an interesting research case.
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2.2.1. THE BIRTH OF BRIONE S/MINUSIO
The origin of Brione s/Minusio can be traced back to the year 1479, when Brione s/Minusio
detached itself from Minusio to become a „Vicinia Autonoma‟, an autonomous social
agglomeration or collective organisation responsible for managing the common goods as well as
the social life of the community, also called „Comune‟ (Marcollo 2009, 20). The „Comune‟
represents the lowest subdivision of political administration in Switzerland, which is
comparatively the same as the „Gemeinde‟ in Germany or the „Municipality‟ in the United States.
The „Vicinia Autonoma‟ or „Comune‟ was ruled according to a democratic system based on
statutes of its own. It was administrated by the „Console‟, the highest executive, the „Cancelliere‟,
the secretary and the „Consigliere‟, the counsellor whose role was to represent Brione s/Minusio
within the „Magnifica Comunità di Locarno‟ , to which Brione s/Minusio was subordinate (ibid.
20).
During winter times, all the members of the community would meet to discuss the important
issues of Brione s/Minusio and/or vote the new statues. Each family of the „Vicinia‟ had the
right of one vote in the assembly. These were held in the three first and three last months of the
year given that the population was particularly busy working in the field the rest of time (ibid. 21).
Apart from the organization of the social life of the community, another important task of the
„Vicinia‟ was to manage the collective goods which included responsibilities such as the
exploitation of the alpine meadows, the pastures and the maintaining of the forests, etc. as well
as the implementation of laws ruling the use of these collective goods (Burmeister 2010).
Until the sixteenth century, one only needed to live and to possess a residence in Brione
s/Minusio to benefit from the collective goods and participate in the decisions making of the
community. This changed, however, in the seventeenth century in respond to transformations
and developments happening outside the boundaries of the „Vicinia‟. The right to profit from the
common goods, from then on, became limited to the „Patriziati‟, the pre-existing families of the
community (Marcollo 2009, 20).

2.2.2. THE „PATRIZIATI‟ OF BRIONE S/MINUSIO
Name such as Biondina, Cadloro, Consolascio, Fochetti, Franscella, Gianini, Gianoni, Lafranchi,
Maggetti, Marcollo, Martinetti, Padellina, Piantoni, Sciaroni, Laffranchi all belong to some of the
oldest families originating from Brione s/Minusio. The members of these families, the so-called
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„Patriziati‟ of Brione s/Minusio, constituted the base of the community. More families, of course,
were members of the „Patriziati‟ in Brione s/Minusio in earlier times, but during the centuries
some families perished while some others moved to different places. (Marcollo 2009, 38)
The „Patriziati‟ were granted some privileges such as the access to community goods as well as
additional protection under the law. This hereditary right was a remnant of the ancient medieval
rights of citizenship, which gradually spread into rural communities around the seventieth
century. Through this organization, the „Patriziati‟ were able to protect their wealth from the
often poorer newcomers by preventing them access to certain of their privileges (Dictionnaire
Historique de la Suisse s.v. Bourgeoisie).
According to Flavio Cotti, the ex-president of the Confederation, considering the hard
conditions of life of the people in those times, this type of solidarity and support were crucial for
these communities. Not only was it a way to protect their privileges from newcomers but these
societies also played an essential role in building the identity these communities (Marcollo 2009,
foreword). However, most „Patriziati‟ societies in Switzerland were quite hermetic and few
granted outsiders the right to join.
Thanks to this collective structure and old records kept by its members, it is possible today to
retrace the families that settled in Brione s/Minusio throughout the century. In his book „Brione
s/Minusio Attraverso i Secoli‟, Leo Marcollo (2009, 47-65) gives us a lists of those families.
It is interesting to note that between 1500 and 1923, very few families only moved to Brione
s/Minusio. In fact, around twenty families settled in Brione s/Minusio with Italy in the lead with
eighteen families, followed by four families from other Swiss cantons such as the Blattmann
family from Oberrieden in the canton Zug and the Valli family from the canton Aargau and
finally, one family from Germany and one from Ireland.
At the end of the nineteen century, with its very low immigration rate, composed of members
speaking the same language, having a very similar cultural background and same traditions, we
can say that Brione s/Minusio had a rather homogenous rural community.
At the beginning of the twentieth century, however, Brione s/Minusio was about to experience
major changes that would lead to a substantial increase in the number of newcomers. Roger
states (1974, 99), “Across society as a whole, in economically developed nations, increases in
personal mobility (through higher rates of private cars ownership and the increased accessibility
of many rural backwaters, more disposable income and reductions in working hours (giving
more leisure time) have produced the conditions for increases in second homeownership,
- 10 -
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particularly in post-war period.”
In the next chapter we will come back on some of the major changes that transformed this little
rural settlement into what it is today, a peripheral commune that is part of the Locarnese
agglomeration with a high concentration of second homes (Confédération Suisse 2011).

2.2.3. THE OPENING OF THE ST. GOTTHARD TUNNEL
Separated from the rest of Switzerland by the Alps, the canton Ticino was, at the end of the
nineteenth century, rather isolated from the rest of the Confederation. This changed radically in
1882 with the opening of the St. Gotthard Tunnel, which placed Ticino on the main European
north - south transportation route. According to McRae (1983, 213) this situation “…facilitated
closer economic linkages with German Switzerland. One result was a gradual influx of mainly
German-speaking immigration from the north, and the threat gained in significance in that it
came from the largest group in the Confederation, at a time when the cantonal economic and
administrative structures were ill-equipped to resist.”
In fact, the facilitated north and south route, the appealing
landscapes of Ticino, the numerous lakes and the
Mediterranean climate of the canton turned this region into a
very well appreciated leisure destination for many Swiss
German citizens. Ticino soon became known as “Die
Sonnenstube der Schweiz”, a German expression that can be
translated into “The sunny living room of Switzerland”.
The tourism sector in Ticino was, thus, at the beginning of
the twentieth century, standing before a new era. Soon
enough all types of promotions and advertisements were
produced to support this emerging lucrative activity. Posters
advertising this beautiful region flourished; amongst them the
famous adverts created by the Ticinesi engineer and artist
Daniele Buzzi (art.com).
The tourism sector in Ticino was, thus, at the beginning of the twentieth century, standing
before a new era. Soon enough all types of promotions and advertisements were produced to
support this emerging lucrative activity. Posters advertising this beautiful region flourished;
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amongst them the famous adverts created by the Ticinesi engineer and artist Daniele Buzzi
(art.com).
With its newly acquired central position in Europe, Ticino rapidly saw the number of its
German-speaking visitors increase massively. As stated by McRae (1983, 213) “In 1880 the
population of Ticino was 99 percent Italian-speaking; this proportion diminished to 96 percent
by 1910, to 90 percent by 1941, and to 84 percent by 1980. In the more scenic areas around
Locarno and Lugano, the invasion of allophones in the twentieth century has been far higher.”
In fact, this influx was so important in some areas of Ticino that the level of German-speakers
even reached the majority. The little town of Orselina near Locarno, for instance, saw the
number of allophones reaching over 50 percent in the 1930s. Brione s/Minusio, as its
neighbouring municipality showed a similar pattern. In fact, according to Leo Marcollo (2009,
505), every third person had German as its mother tongue in Brione s/Minusio in the 1920s. In
the graph below, we can observe the details of the evolution of the percentage of Germanspeakers of the municipalities of Brione s/Minusio, Orselina, Minusio, Muralto and Locarno
over the twentieth century:

Figure 2: Evolution of the percentage of German speakers in the Locarnese region from 1888 - 2000
(Marcollo 2009, 505)

These numbers are substantial especially when considering that, according to McRae (1983, 216),
“Before the arrival of the international rail services in the 1880s, Ticino had been wholly Italianspeaking with the exception of the single remote mountain village of Bosco-Gurin, first
colonized by German Walsers in the thirteenth century…”.
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Locarnini (1959, 49) adds that one must take into account that: “The immigrants, originating
from the most advanced cantons on the Confederation, brought technical and entrepreneurial
skills that the Ticinesi lacked. They soon became disproportionately strong in the tourist
industry, in commerce, in managerial and technical positions, and in the acquisition of land.”
As stated by McRae (1983, 214), “In its simplest terms, the issue after the 1900 became one of
the progressive „germanizzazione‟ of the heart of the Italian Switzerland, coupled with a lack of
opportunities for native sons.”
Thus, the flow of people did not take only one direction. Many Ticinesi also wandered outside
the boundaries of their canton in search of better employment possibilities. In the graph below
we can see the evolution of the number of permanent residents in Brione s/Minusio from 1850
to 2000 (Ustat 2010).

Figure 3: Evolution of the population of Brione s/Minusio from 1860 to 2000 (Ustat 2010)

Beginning in the 1860s on the population of Brione s/Minusio started to diminish to reach, in
1941, its lowest point. As said by Wermelinger (1971, 49), “[…], greater economic interaction
only accentuated the already established habits of many Ticino artisans of venturing beyond the
canton in search of more advantageous seasonal or permanent employment. The small mountain
villages in particular offered few economic opportunities for these artisans, and of a total of 253
Ticino communes, 138 had smaller populations in 1960 than they had in 1860”.
To conclude, we can see that after the opening of the St. Gotthard tunnel in the 1880s, an
increased outflow of Ticinesi citizens could be noted, coupled, on the other hand, with an inflow
of Swiss German immigrants. The opening of the tunnel also facilitated the acquisition and
construction of second homes particularly after the Second World War.
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2.3. THE SECOND HOME BOOM IN BRIONE S/MINUSIO
Even if the origin of second homes can be traced back centuries, “The growth of the „modern‟
second home is a twentieth century phenomenon.” This phenomenon was enabled by multiple
socio-economic processes: “During the twentieth century, second homeownership spread from
the upper classes to be embraced by a much wider cross section of society. Differences in the
economic performance of regions, combined with mass car ownership and improved road
systems have helped make owning a second home in the country, an option for an increasingly
broad spectrum of people, and especially those with a stored equity in urban property.” (Gallent
et al. 2005, 17-18)
In fact, dissimilarities in the economic performance could be seen throughout the century in
Switzerland. The map below shows, in the form of net cantonal income per capita, the
differences between the different Swiss cantons in 2005. We can note that the canton Ticino,
with an average of about 54'031 CHF cantonal revenue per habitant, lies slightly below the
national average and quite far below the one of Zug, Unterwalden, Glarus and Zurich (OFS
2009, 47).

Figure 4: Net Cantonal Income at factor costs per habitant, in CHF, in 2005 (OFS 2009, 47)

These particular economic conditions, combined with other factors, have led to the adequate
conditions for the development of second homes in Ticino.
The Federal Office for Spatial Development (ARE) of the Swiss Confederation, to show the
importance of the traffic flow between the second homes situated in Ticino and their owners‟
first home, has made a diagram representing the traffic flow between the departure and the
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receiving areas. To improve the representation, traffic flow has been amplified ten times.

Figure 5: Amplified traffic flow between the departure areas and the receiving area of Ticino in 2009 (Swiss
Confederation 2009)

We can note that within one century, Ticino has become a major destination for leisure and
recreation for the central area of Switzerland. In order to fully understand the extent of this
phenomenon in Brione s/Minusio, here are two sets of photographs for comparison. The first
one has been shot somewhat between 1934 and the Second World War.

Figure 6: General view of Brione s/Minusio between 1934 and 1945 (Marcollo 2009, 506 - Archivo
fotografico Marco Garbani)

In those times, Brione s/Minusio - circled in red - is still a peaceful little village surrounded by
meadows. After the construction boom of the after-war period, the face of Brione s/Minusio
changed radically as can be seen on the photograph below taken in 2007.
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Figure 7: General view of Brione s/Minusio in 2007 (Marcollo 2009, 508)

Brione s/Minusio is now fully encircled by the newly build habitations (Marcollo 2009, 508).
Below you can see a close-up of the both situations:

Figure 8: Close-up view of Brione s/Minusio between 1934 and 1945 (Marcollo 2009, 507 – Archivio
fotografico Marco Garbani)

Only half a decade later it is almost impossible to distinguish the village of Brione s/Minusio
from its neighbours Minusio, Orselina, Mergoscia and Verzasca. The number of constructions
has increased to such an extent that hardly any meadows are left in the whole area (Marcollo
2009, 509):
- 16 -
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Figure 9: Close-up view of Brione s/Minusio in 2007 (Marcollo 2009, 509)

Of course, we need to keep in mind that being situated at about a quarter of an hour from
Locarno, one of the most important economic and leisure destination in Ticino, a large part of
the increase in habitations must also be attributed to the growth of the population of the
Locarno region itself and its sub regions. Nonetheless, considering that the number of residents
of the municipality of Brione s/Minusio did scarcely increase over the past century, as we noted
earlier, it becomes clear that the second home issue in this area raises many questions and
concerns.

2.4. THE CONCENTRATION OF SECOND HOMES
In the 1980s, out of the total housing stock of the canton Ticino about 22.8 percent of the
habitations were second homes, which was, compared to the national average of about 8.8
percent, significantly higher (Comune di Brione s/Minusio 2004, 33). Compared to Brione
s/Minusio, however, both the national and the cantonal average seemed reasonably low. In fact,
with approximately 61 percent of second homes, which represents almost two habitations out of
three, Brione s/Minusio had back then already a very high concentration of second home (ibid,
33).
As said by Gallent et al. (2005, 25) “…The partial „democratisation‟ of ownership which has led
to overall increases in demand for second homes may not have resulted in any great controversy
had it been evenly spread geographically, so reducing the impact on any one local housing
market. But in reality, demand tends to focus on particular regions and, even more, on particular
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settlements within those regions.”
As pointed out in the Master Plan of Ticino in 2007, the impacts linked to the second homes
development in Ticino raises different concerns than other touristic cantons in Switzerland. In
fact, the highest concentration of second homes in Ticino is located near the lakes where the
canton‟s most important economic centres lie. This situation creates tensions considering that
such homes are set in direct competition with primary residences in a region where demand for
housing is already high (Repubblica e Cantone Ticino 2007, 2).
In the next chapter we will discuss more in detail the most relevant impacts such high
concentration of second homes can have on the destination.

3. SECOND HOMES CONCENTRATION AND THEIR IMPACTS
The loss of traditional values, an increase in social tensions, diminished social life, the
multiplication of negative external forces, the waste of land, deterioration of landscapes, the
increase in the cost of infrastructure at the expense of the local community, pressure on the
environment, continuous increase in the price of land, the rise in the price of rental fees, etc. are
some of the most important factors commonly linked by local authorities to the high proportion
of second homes in their municipality. Brione s/Minusio, in this regard, is no exception.
In 1986, in view of the increasing number of second homes in Brione s/Minusio, the
Municipality Council took the decision to form a special commission to investigate the issues
linked to this development. Already back then, it was, clear to the Municipality Council that there
were increasing negative impacts occasioned by this extensive growth.
Today, about 25 years later, the situation has not improved. While the number of total
constructions has increased, the percentage of second homes is still as high as in the 1980s and
that is why, in 2010, the Municipality Council of Brione s/Minusio has decided to investigate this
problem once more.
In this regard, some of the most important impacts of the high proportion of second homes in
Brione s/Minusio will be examined again. The objective is to figure out which are the ones that
can truly be related to the high proportion of second homes and which are the ones that should
be related to other origins. As said by Gallent et al. (2005, 1-2), it is too often the case that:
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“For many people in the countryside, and for their political representatives, this fast and
easy way of explaining away housing shortages has huge appeal. For local politicians, it
provides an opportunity to present local problems as being externally driven, caused
not by failures in the immediate economy or by misjudged policy interventions, but by
the greed and carelessness of outside interests. […] This suggests that second homes
can be used as scapegoats, as an opportunity to divert attention from the „local‟ factors
that may erode the vibrancy of rural communities.”

In order to take the best decisions for the well-being of the community it is crucial to understand
the real causes of the above stated impacts and that is why a more precise examination of the real
consequences of the high concentration of second homes in Brione s/Minusio is necessary. Only
then an attempt of finding ways to regulate the current situation will be made possible.
It is also important to state that the second home problem in Brione s/Minusio is a real concern
for the community. When the permanent residents are asked if they felt concerned by the second
home problem in Brione s/Minusio, a majority 56.4 percent of the respondents affirmed that
they were:
Do you feel concerned by the second home problem of Brione s/Minusio?

0%

20%
I fully agree

40%
I slightly agree

60%

80%

I slightly disagree

100%
I fully disagree

Figure 10: Percentage of local residents who feel concerned by the second home problem of Brione
s/Minusio (Survey 2010)

Given that more than half of the local population of Brione s/Minusio shows concern for this
thematic, it seems highly justified to research ways of improving this complex situation.
However, considering that this could be done in many ways we have narrowed down our search
to some of the most common problems linked to the high proportion of second homes.
The graph below shows the most common problems linked to the high concentration of second
homes by the municipality of Brione s/Minusio and how the local population perceived them.
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The high number of second homes in Brione s/Minusio is, in your opinion, the
cause of...?

…an augmentation of real estate prices
…an increase of infrastructrual costs
…a loss of cult. identity & traditions
…an increase of negative externalities
…a deterioration of the surrounding…
…an rise of tensions between LR & SHO
…a diminuished social life within Brione s/M

0%
I fully agree

I slightly agree

Indifferent

50%
I slightly disagree

100%
I fully disagree

Figure 11: Perception of local residents on the impacts of the high proportion of second homes

About 86.3 percent of the respondents believe that the main problem linked to the high
proportion of second homes in Brione results first of all in the continuous increase of the land
and housing prices. With 82.3 percent, the increase in the cost of infrastructure at the expense of
the community is the second most important problem related to the high proportion of second
homes in the point of view of the local population, followed by the loss of traditional values with
70.2 percent, the increase of the negative external factors with 58 percent, closely followed by the
deterioration of the landscape with 58.1 percent and finally, with 51.3 percent the increase of
social tensions caused by the conflict of interest between locals and second homeowners and in
last position the diminished social life in Brione with 46.8 percent.
In the following chapter, however, we will review and examine the three following impacts that
were considered by the local residents of Brione s/Minusio to be the most important problems
linked to the high concentration of second homes in their locality:
a) Loss of traditional values and the cultural identity of the „Brionitt‟ community (70.2%)
b) Increase in the infrastructure costs at the expense of the permanent residents (82.3%)
c) Increase of the overall land prices within the territory of Brione s/Minusio (86.3)
First of all, we will discuss the loss of the traditional values and the cultural identity of the
„Brionitt‟ community.
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3.1. LOSS OF TRADITIONAL VALUES & CULTURAL IDENTITY
The permanent inhabitants of Brione s/Minusio, when asked if the high number of second
homes was a cause of the deterioration of the cultural identity of the community and the loss of
its traditional values, responded at a rate of 70.2 percent that they agreed with this statement. As
can be seen in the graph below, the majority, with 36 percent of respondents even agreed
entirely.
The high proportion of second homes is the cause of the loss of traditional
values and the deterioration of the cultural identity of the Brionitt community?

0%
I fully agree

20%
I slightly agree

40%

60%
Indifferent

80%
I slightly disagree

100%
I fully disagree

Figure 12: Perception of local residents on the impacts of the high proportion of second homes on
traditional values and the cultural identity of the community

In order to understand why the large majority of the resident population of Brione s/Minusio
perceives the growing number of second homes owned by a foreign population to be a threat to
the maintenance of the traditional values and the cultural identity of the community of Brione
s/Minusio, one must first understand what these traditional values are and what it means to be a
Ticinesi respectively a Brionitt. Then again, to understand such abstract characteristics some
historical background is required.

3.1.1. „LIBERI E SVIZZERI‟1: THE TICINESE IDENTITY
Jonathan Steinberg (2004), professor of Modern European History at the University of
Pennsylvania, in an article published on SwissInfo in 2004 entitled “Ticino is a „model for
Europe‟” describes Ticino and its population as follows:

1

„Free and Swiss‟
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Nothing remarkable in that you may think but think again: il popolo ticinese. Is there
such a thing? Does the „popolo ticinese‟ claim its rights alongside the American people
or the people of China? How many are there? Well, according to official figures, there
are 306,179 inhabitants of this republic of whom 73.8 percent or 225,960 are citizens.
The Republic has a total area of 2,812 square kilometres, contains 245 municipalities
with an average population of 1,245 inhabitants per commune and its biggest city is
Lugano with a population of 25,771. In other words, the total population of the
sovereign Republic and Canton of Ticino is less than that of the city of Zurich. This
mini-state gives itself a constitution, a flag, a legal code, a parliament, an executive and
a judiciary. It claims to be sovereign when it occupies no more than a speck on the
map.

„A speck on the map‟ and yet, the Ticinesi people continue to exist and defend their identity and
culture. According to Giordano, a Swiss anthropologist and sociologist born in Lugano, in his
article intitled “Liberi e Svizzeri‟, L‟identité tessinoise ou la production sociale de la dialectique”
(2002, 8) to understand where the sentiment of identity of the Ticinesi people comes from, one
has to go back to the fifteenth and the sixteenth centuries, at a time when the Confederates
seized eight regions that were part of the central communication points of the Alps. These
regions, soon to become what is today the canton Ticino, stayed under the domination of the
Confederates for many years without, however, having to give up their own ways of living and
pre-existent customs.
Consistent with Giordano (2002, 10), this three-hundred-year-old domination gave these regions
a well-appreciated economic stability, which facilitated commercial exchanges with adjacent
regions while protecting them, simultaneously, from the Spanish domination in control of Milan
at the time. More importantly, however, it gave those regions their first sentiment of identity as
Ticinesi and sense of affiliation to what was to become the Swiss Confederation.
This newly adopted identity became even more noticeable in 1796 when Napoleon and its troops
came with the aim of unifying the Italian speaking populations of the northern parts of Italy and
were unexpectedly fought off by the Ticinesi. It is commonly said that after having chased the
Napoleonic troops out of Ticino, the Ticinesi shouted out their up-to-now famous “Liberi e
Svizzeri” . This catchphrase became the emblem of the independence of Ticino and also revealed
the evident affiliation of the popolo ticinese to the Swiss Confederation. However, according to the
author, by adding “Liberi” to their saying the Ticinesi insisted on their belonging to a own
cultural and linguistic identity so as to say that only if free to be Ticinesi will they remain Swiss
citizens (ibid. 13).
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Giordano (2002, 17) also adds that “Free and Swiss is put into play, and not without remarkable
political effects, every time the impression is given that the integrity of the canton Ticino is,
rightly or wrongly, threatened by a danger coming from the outside.” Moreover, according to
Baumann (1989) “The Ticinesi turn to their Swissitude when it is question of distinguishing
themself from Italians, and vice versa: by underlining their Italianity, they distance themselves
from their „Dear Confederates‟. Bendix (1980, 17) adds that Ticinesi seem, thus, “to oscillate
constantly in a precarious balance between two extremes, but without ever becoming identified
completely with the one or other of the parties”.
This paradoxical behaviour was particularly visible during the end of the 19th and during the first
half of the 20th century. In this period, the Ticinesi society felt threatened at the same time by
the „Germanization‟ resulting from the North and by the Italian nationalist sentiment coming
from the South (Gilardoni 1971, 10).
According to McRae (1983, 214) the threat of the Germanization came, amongst other factors,
from the fact that Swiss-Germans started to develop “[…] a network of private Germanlanguage schools, the first ones founded by the St. Gotthard Railway for its employees, followed
by others established under private auspices. Swiss-German cultural associations were created
and, the „Tessiner Zeitung‟, founded in 1908, became a rallying point for the German-speaking
population.”
The Ticinesi intellectuals of the time, in response to this new development, founded the Dante
Alighieri Society in 1908. According to Gilardoni (1971, 76) this was done with the purpose of
preventing the "bastardization" of the Italian language as well as to protect and defend the Italian
language and culture, both understood as essential features of the Ticinesi people.
A few years later, in 1912, the periodical L’Adula, founded by Teresina Bontempi, a journalist
from Locarno, was launched. This periodical reported above all on the progressive
Germanization to which Ticino was being subjected to (Radio Svizzera Italiana s.v. Teresina
Bontempi). The symbolic name Adula was taken from Ticino‟s highest mountain that separates
the Swiss-German cantons from Ticino (Wikipedia s.v. L‟Adula). In 1935, however, the
periodical was shut down after Teresina Bontempi was imprisoned for having held fascist
comments (Dizionario Storico della Svizzera s.v. Teresina Bontempi)
McRae (1983, 214), however, suggests that: “These developments which culminated during the
Pan-German movement caused serious misgiving in Ticino intellectual circles but also stimulated
a more conscious sense of Italianità.”
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On the other hand, to put a brake to the fierce movement of irredentism coming from Italy, the
Ticinesi intellectuals called attention, in diverse manners, to their particular identity. As said by
Bianconi (1985, 110), one of the most significant one was the revaluation of the Ticinesi dialect
as the expression of the „Ticinesi‟s soul‟. Giordano adds (2002, 31) “With the use of the dialect,
one wanted, until today, to indicate in a somewhat provocative way that Ticinesi differs both
from the „hegemonic‟ Italian, from the Swiss Germans and from the other Confederates”.
In the year 2000, however, according to the Statistical Office of the Canton Ticino only 98.031
Ticinesi spoke dialect which equalled 31.8 percent of the total sample against 42 percent in the
1990s. In the graph below, the result of the population census of 2000 on the usage in
percentages of Italian and dialect within families according the age group of respondents is
represented.

Table 1: Usage of the Italian language and the Ticinese dialect within the family according to the age, in
Ticino, in 2000, absolute values in percent (Ustat 2000)

The usage of dialect as a main communication language is being gradually abandoned by the
Ticinese population. The younger generations are always fewer to speak it and, as a consequence,
it might be realistic to believe that its use will eventually disappear.
Furthermore, as said by Lurati (1982, 174) “The economic dependence of Ticino towards the
Swiss-German cantons, which was for a long time a sort of colonization, still persists today”. He
adds further: “Ticino, centre of the Italianity of Switzerland, shelters a big variety of linguistic
groups others than Italian, and their evolution, which has not stop since the last century, must
not be neglected” (Schläpfer 1982, 174).
Considering that the Italian language and furthermore, the Ticinesi dialect represent to a large
extent the identity of the Ticinesi people, no wonder that 70.3 percent feels that the high number
of second home owned quasi exclusively by German speaking proprietors is perceived as a threat
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to their cultural identity.
Today, the threat of the Germanization of Ticino might still have been of concern if the problem
hadn‟t taken on a whole new perspective in 2001 with the intention of the Confederation to
enter the European Union. According to Steinberg (2004) “This tiny state faces the prospect of
being swallowed by the surrounding European union of states and, as the referendum on March
4, 2001 showed, it does not like it. Only 15.9 per cent of those who voted in Ticino said "yes" to
immediate negotiations to join the European Union, well below the already low national average
of 23.3 per cent for yes.”

3.1.2. THE „PULL‟ & „PUSH‟ FACTORS
If the language factor is the most evident one, it is far from being the most significant one. Other
changes such as the exodus of the young generations from Brione s/Minusio to more attractive
destinations also contributes greatly to the loss of traditional values and the deterioration of the
cultural identity of the Brionitt community. As noted by Wallace et al. (2005) “More recent
studies report concerns that the age profile of rural communities is unbalanced, as younger
people migrate away and are replaced by older incomers”. This trend can also be seen in Brione
s/Minusio as can be seen in the graph below:

Figure 13: Evolution in percentage according to the age groups of the population of Brione s/Minusio
from 1995 to 2005 (Brione s/Minusio 2005)

The group aged 20 to 29 decreased substantially between 1995 and 2005 while the group aged 60
and above has increased considerably over the same period of time.
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By leaving Brione s/Minusio the young generation will inevitably be immersed into new cultures
and make the assimilation of their Brionitt identity as well as the surviving of the Brionitt
traditions more and more difficult. According to Aronsson (2004, 75) “Modernity has changed
society to a state of great mobility where many people have a social network beyond their local
area. This means that both traditional values and place attachment are decreasing.”
Gallent et al. (2005, 41) also suggest that “[…], in many instances these outwards flows are to
positive attractions such as greater social, educational and career opportunities – local rural
economies often fail to retain younger people”. A similar situation can be observed in Ticino as
can be seen the three following maps.
The unemployment rate amongst younger generations is rather high compared to other cantons.
In fact, when looking at the map below, showing the percentage of youth unemployment rates
per region in Switzerland; it is obvious that the Locarno region falls behind the national average.
Over 6 percent of the population aged between 15 and 24 years old was unemployed in 2007
against 3.3 percent average in Switzerland.

Figure 14: Percentage of unemployment of the 15 to 24 years old age group per region in Switzerland in
2007 (OFS 2009)
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Furthermore, when looking at the evolution of full time employment in Ticino on the map
below, we can see that disparities exist amongst regions. The southern part of the canton as well
as the Bellinzona region benefited from a positive employment growth. In the Leventina
Vallemaggia and Locarnese region, however, showed a negative growth during those years was
observed.

Figure 15: Evolution in percentage of employment from 2001 and 2005 (OFS 2009)

As said by Jacobs (1972, 44), “[...] workers follow the jobs and migrate to the new centres of
employment, a trend that is likely to be repeated in numerous rural areas.” In line with Jacobs,
Wallace et al. (2005, 38) add “[…] many studies conclude that the loss of young people and
young families from rural areas was not so much a consequence of lack of housing, but was
allied rather to the lack of appropriate employment suited to their educational attainment, and
for educational or lifestyle opportunities.”
The map below shows the percentage of graduates according to resident population of the same
age in 2007 in Switzerland. The percentage of people with an advanced education in Ticino is
slightly higher than the national average.
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Figure 16: Percentage of university graduates within the residing population of the same age in 2007 (OFS
2009)

As there are few employment opportunities in Brione s/Minusio, most active residents commute
to their working place every day or migrate to more attractive places that offer better
employment opportunities.
Lastly, the outflow of Ticinesi, often of younger generations, coupled with an inflow of
foreigners has had as a consequence an increase in the number of people communicating in
foreign languages with concentrations of German-speakers in some areas. This, combined with
the decreasing number of Ticinesi able to speak in dialect, along with a major influx of visitors in
the summer, as well as a general change of behaviour and lifestyle of individuals in modern
societies are all factors, that are believed responsible for the perceived loss of the cultural identity
and traditional values of the Ticinese communities. Ultimately, as Newby states (1980, 164) the
loss of traditional values and the deterioration of the cultural identity of the Brionitt community
are in fact, “…a result of more general socio-economic change and cannot be solely attributed to
newcomers”. According to Savage et al. (2003) this may be “linked to one of the fundamental
tensions of modernity; individuals are increasingly „free‟ to construct their own self-identity,
unconstrained by convention, yet must inevitably be exposed to the insecurities that flows from
this separation with tradition.”
Understanding that the changes affecting the Brionitt community are part of general socioeconomic changes and are not exclusively attributable to the high proportion of second homes in
Brione s/Minusio is essential in order avoid additional tensions between temporary and
permanent residents. Indeed, making the community of Brione s/Minusio understand this fact
could help improve their perception towards the second home problem and create better
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foundation for the creation of a community that better reflects the present social structure of
Brione s/Minusio.
Nonetheless, even though little can be done to preserve the community from the changes with
which it is confronted, it is important to safeguard in the best possible way certain traditional
values and the cultural identity of the local community. Yet, it is also imperative to accept that
everything in life is in constant evolution and that nothing can be done to stop this continuous
process, thus, adapt to change remains, ultimately, the only possibility for Brione s/Minusio and
its native community.
Let‟s now examine another consequence caused by the high concentration of second homes in
Brione s/Minusio perceived as the most important one by the local population: the inflation of
real estate prices.

3.2. INFLATION OF REAL ESTATE PRICES
According to Gallent et al. (2005, 25) the problems linked to second homes arise when these are
concentrated in certain areas:
"The partial „democratization‟ of ownership which has led to overall increases in
demand for second homes may not have resulted in any great controversy had it been
evenly spread geographically, so reducing the impact on any one local housing market.
But in reality, demand tends to focus on particular regions and, even more, on
particular settlements within those regions”

The regions where second homes tend to concentrate in Switzerland are well known. The alpine
regions of Wallis, Grigioni and Ticino are some of the most popular regions. However, within
these areas particular settlements such as Brione s/Minusio are far more concerned by this
phenomenon than others. In fact, according to Coppock (1977) “[…] the spatial distribution of
second homes in importing regions is controlled
by a number of factors including the distance
from major centres of population the quality and
character of the landscape in importing regions,
and the presence of specific physical features such
as the sea, rivers, lakes or mountains.”
Brione s/Minusio, with its magnificent view over
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the Lake Maggiore and its close distance to Locarno one of Ticino‟s most important tourism
destinations and economic centre, has become a particularly appreciated destination by wealthy
retirees, commuters and holidaymakers (Locarno.ch). In fact, when asked to the second
homeowners of Brione s/Minusio what their reasons for choosing Brione s/Minusio were,
about 82 percent of respondents chose Brione s/Minusio as a destination for its magnificent
view over the Lake Maggiore and, of course, its agreeable Mediterranean climate - Brione
s/Minusio enjoys in average over 2,300 hours a sun a year compared for instance to Zurich with
its 1,700 hours a year (Wikipedia s.v. Locarno).
For which reasons did you chose Brione s/M as a second home destination?

Agreeable landscape / climate
Convinent distance from primary home
Second home as part of inheritance

Yes

Appreciation of local culture / traditions

No

Welcoming inhabitants of Brione s/M
Family / friends in Brione s/M
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Figure 17: Reasons stated by second homeowners for choosing Brione s/M as a second home destination

Although not the main incentives for the majority of respondents, the convenient distance to
their primary residence was second in the ranking (43%), followed by the reason that they had
inherited a house or an apartment (33.6%), the appreciation of local traditions and culture next
(24.2%), followed by the welcoming attitude of the local residents (21.1%) and finally, last in the
ranking, the fact that second homeowners had friends and family in the destination (19.5%).
The astonishing landscape and agreeable climate of Brione s/Minusio amongst many others
factors have eventually led to a very high concentration of second homes in the Locarnese region
and more particularly in Brione s/Minusio. Many researchers such as Gallent et al. (2005, 46 47), believe that “It is concentrations of second homes in particular communities that are
thought to have the most influence on housing prices and on housing affordability.” They also
add that (2005, 61) “Where there is no separation between the first and second home markets,
competition between locals and outsiders for mainstream housing (the „effective‟ stock) can
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generate inflationary pressure on property values”
It is, therefore, not surprising to see that the continuous increase of the price of land and the
cost of rental fees is, according to 86.3 percent of the permanent residents, due to the high
number of second homes in Brione s/Minusio. Up to 68.4 percent of them absolutely agree with
this statement and about 17.9 percent of them agree to some extent with it. In all, only 6.8
percent of the respondents disagree slightly and no one disagreed totally with this statement.

The high proportion of second homes in Brione s/M is, in your opinion, the cause
of the continous increase in housing prices and cost of rental fees?

0%

20%

I fully agree

40%

I slightly agree

60%

Indifferent

80%

100%

I slightly disagree

I fully disagree

Figure 18: Perception of local residents on the impact of the high proportion of second homes on the
increase in housing prices and cost of rental fees

According to the data collected by the Swiss Cantonal Statistical Office we can note that average
rents in Swiss Francs per square meter in Brione s/Minusio is slightly high than the one in
Locarno. In fact, one will pay on average 12 CHF per m2 in Brione s/Minusio compared to 11.8
CHF in Locarno. Yet, as can be seen in the graph above, when compared to the average of
Ticino of 11.3 CHF per m2 there is a slight gap (Ustat 2000).
Average rents in CHF per m2 in 2000
Brione s/M
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Locarno

11.8

Ticino

11.3
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Figure 19: Average rents in CHF per m2 in 2000 for Brione s/Minusio, Locarno and Ticino (Ustat)

However, considering that only about 23 percent of people rent their house or apartment in
Brione s/Minusio, looking at the price of real estate seems more relevant (Survey 2010).
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In fact, with the rise of demand for housing, being for retirement, for residential or for
recreation purposes, prices of properties have soared. According to the Credit Suisse Economic
Research Institute the price have gone up to such extent that an income of approximately 90‟000
CHF to 100‟000 CHF a year is needed to be able to afford a 4.5 room apartment in the
Locarnese region.
In comparison to the income necessary for the acquisition of a residence with the whole of
Switzerland, the major parts of Ticino are above average.

Figure 20: Income required for a condominium in CHF to meet conservative affordability criteria (Credit
Suisse Economic Research, 2011)

In 2011, according to the Credit Suisse Economic Research (2011, 19), real estate prices in
Switzerland were not affordable for an increasing number of households in around 421
municipalities out of 2‟551 in total. The map above gives a more detailed view of the most
expensive regions for the acquisition of properties in Switzerland. The most expensive regions
are situated around the three main Swiss agglomerations of Basel, Zurich and Geneva/Lausanne
as well as in the Upper Engadine region and parts of the canton of Ticino.
Furthermore, to understand the durability of real estate prices a correlation between the price of
real estate and the evolution of wages has been conducted.
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Figure 21: Sustainability analysis of condominium prices – Growth difference between condominium
prices and incomes between 2007 and 2010 (Credit Suisse Economic Research, 2011)

The map above shows the evolution of the gap between the price of real estate and the evolution
of wages per year in Switzerland between 2007 and 2010. In 75 regions out of 106, the price of
real estate has increased less or only slightly more than the wages.
In the Locarnese region as well as in the regions mentioned above the price of real estate has
increased more than the wages. These disproportions are due to different factors that vary
according to the characteristic of the regions (Ibid 2011, 19).
The agglomerations of Basel, Zurich and Geneva/Lausanne have seen the gap between the price
of real estate and wages augment rapidly in the last three years since they are particularly
attractive pole for employment. Furthermore, considering their demographical growth, these
regions will be out of building land in the next several years as can be seen on the map below:
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Figure 22: Estimates of future exhaustion of building-land reserves based on the population forecasts and
database of building-land reserves (Credit Suisse Economic Research 2007)

In the Upper Engadine, Neuchatel and parts of Ticino the disproportion between wages and the
price of real estate can be explained, amongst other factors, by the high presence of second
homes. According to the Credit Suisse Economic Research Institute (2011, 19) “In regions
where tourism is important – like Upper Engadine, for example – rising prices can be put down
to the heavy demand for second homes. […]”.
These areas have, nonetheless, the advantage of having a relatively large stock of buildable land
available. Considering the demographic growth forecast, the rarefaction of the building sites will
not become a matter of concern for the Locarnese region before 2040 (Credit Suisse Economic
Research 2007, 9).
Another way to examine to what extent the high real estate prices are a matter of concern in
Brione s/Minusio is by analysing the difference in the freely disposable income of the Swiss
municipalities.
According to a press release of the Credit Suisse published in 2011 intituled „Living and commuting:
where’s the least expensive place to live?‟: “Taxation is only one criterion for assessing whether a
municipality is a financially attractive place to live. Freely disposable income, which takes account
of all the costs relevant to a particular residential location, is a more comprehensive indicator.
Since 2006, the economists at Credit Suisse have calculated the freely disposable income for a
variety of exemplary household types in the approximately 2'700 Swiss municipalities. The latest
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calculation of freely disposable income in Switzerland at municipal level, the so-called RDI
indicator, now additionally considers commuting costs.” (Credit Suisse 2011)
As indicated on the map below, the RDI values are the lowest in the major centres such as
Zurich, Basel, Berne, Lausanne and Geneva, including the adjacent municipalities. According to
the Credit Suisse Research Institute, “The metropolitan regions, usually characterized by higher
real estate prices, tax burden and health insurance premiums, are mostly unable to compete in
terms of financial attractiveness with smaller municipalities in conurbations and in peripheral
areas” (Credit Suisse Economic Research 2011, 15).

Figure 23: Freely disposable income in the Swiss municipalities in 2011 including the costs of commuting
to the nearest centre (Credit Suisse Research Institute 2011)

According to the Credit Suisse Research Institute, “Apart from central regions, internationally
well-known tourist areas, such as the Upper Engadine, Davos, Grindelwald, Zermatt,
Bagnes/Verbier and Gstaad-Saanen, have RDI values that are distinctly below average. The high
demand for second homes and the subsequent price pressure have a significant impact on the
household budgets of the resident population.”
Brione s/Minusio - circled in green in the graph above - has rather low freely disposable income
compared to the Swiss average. In other words, Brione s/Minusio, when taking into account all
costs, belongs to the financially unattractive destinations in Switzerland. The same can be noted
for the whole of the Locarno region with Ascona and Orselina in the lead.
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In a study done in 2005 on second home in rural areas, Gallent et al. (2005, 21) point out that
“[…] economic impacts often form the flip-side of social impacts: the two are closely related.
This often means that social effects are the symptom of an economic consequence.” The same
can be seen in Brione s/Minusio.
When asked to the local residents of Brione s/Minusio if the high level of secondary residences
is the trigger for an increase in social tensions caused by a conflict of interest between locals and
second homeowners, the majority of respondents agreed (51.3%), out of which 36.91 percent
agreed to a certain extent and 14.4 percent agreed completely.
A high proportion of second homes in Brione s/M is the cause of an increase
of social tensions caused by the conflict of interest between locals and
second homeowners?

0%
I fully agree

20%
I slightly agree

40%

60%

Indifferent

80%
I slightly disagree

100%
I fully disagree

Figure 24: Perception of local residents on the impact of the high proportion of second homes on social
tensions caused by the conflict of interest between locals and second homeowners

As said by Gallent et al. “Clearly, where demand is focused on types of property that brings
second homeowners into direct competition with local people, tensions may arise. These
tensions are made worse when demand is concentrated in particular settlements”.
In conclusion, it can be stated that real estate inflation in the Locarnese regions and especially
Brione s/Minusio is not sustainable for an increasing number of local residents. However,
Gallent et al. (2005, 44) come to the conclusion that “It is wrong to suggest that all local house
price variations can be attributed to second homeownership […].” The Credit Suisse research
Swiss Issues Real Estate: Real Estate Market 2011, Facts and Trends (2011, 19) comes to the same
conclusion, “Except for the Lugano region, Ticino is similar to the Neuchâtel region in that the
imbalances are not primarily due to sharp price increases, but rather – according to our analysis –
to below-average income growth. […] The only conclusion to be drawn from this is that the
situation is not sustainable for local people”.
To what extent relatively low wages or the increase in housing prices are
deemed to be responsible for the unsustainable real estate prices in Brione
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s/Minusio is difficult to determine. One thing is undeniable, however, solutions to
promote affordable housing for the local community should be found as the gap
between wages and housing prices is constantly widening (Credit Suisse Economic
Research 2011, 15).
In the future, considering Brione s/Minusio‟s convenient geographical situation near
Locarno, its magnificent view over the Lake Maggiore and its exceptional climate,
general demand for housing will most likely remain high and thus, so will housing
prices. Ways to promote affordable housing to the local community of Brione
s/Minusio will depend on future housing policies, and thus, on the authorities of the
Canton Ticino and ultimately, on the Municipality Council of Brione s/Minusio.

3.3. THE COSTS INFRASTRUCTURE
The issues concerning the costs of infrastructure were a topic of debate in the eighties already.
As said by Carlo Danzi (1986, 5), the ex-Municipality Counsellor of a neighbouring locality of
Brione s/Minusio in 1986:
It is a given fact that second homeowners do not pay any income taxes which
constitute the principal source of funding of the commune. Yet, they enjoy all the
infrastructure built and paid with the money of resident taxpayers. It should not be
forgotten that this infrastructures is conceived, built and adapted to the moments in
which the presence of tourists is particularly marked. In short, they don't cover the
expenses they provoke. Instead, secondary homes are accountable for a possible
reduction of the value of primary residence that has a negative outcome on tax
revenue.2

Is seems that the population of Brione s/Minusio agrees with the ex-Municipality Counsellor,
Carlo Danzi. When asked if the high number of second homes is responsible for the increase of
2

“E‟ un dato di fatto che il residente turistico non paga le imposte sul reddito, che costituiscono la fonte di

entrata principlale per il comune. Ciononostante egli usufruisce di tutte quelle infrastruture costruite e pagate col
denaro del contribuente domiciliato; inoltre non bisogna dimenticare che queste infrastrutture vengono
concepite, costruite e adattate alle necessità dei momenti di punta, momenti in cui la presenza di turisti è
particolarmente marcata. Insomma non coprono le spese che provocano. D‟altra parte, le residenze secondarie
portano a une diminuzione delle possibilità di residenza primaria, incidendo negativamente sul substrato
fiscale.”
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the cost of infrastructure at the expense of the local community, 82.3 percent of respondents
agreed with this statement. Only 11.5 percent of the respondents slightly disagreed with this
statement.
A high proportion of second homes in Brione s/M is the cause the continous
increase of the cost of infrastructures at the charge of the local community?

0%
I fully agree

20%
I slightly agree

40%

60%
Indifferent

80%
I slightly disagree

100%
I fully disagree

Figure 25: Perception of local residents on the impact of the high proportion of second homes on the cost
of infrastructures

According to the Municipality Council of Brione s/Minusio, the costs of infrastructure within
the municipality increased in a way that is proportional with the increase of the number of
habitations. It is, however, not the case with the tax revenue that grows in proportion to the
resident population. Considering that public contributions represent the most important source
of funding of public organizations, municipalities with a high proportion of second homes often
face difficulties to cover their infrastructural costs being given that second homeowners are
subject to taxation in the commune of their primary residence. (Comune di Brione s/Minusio
1986; 2011)
According to the Swiss portal ch.ch, “Under the Swiss Federal Constitution, the cantons are free
to decide on their own tax systems and tax rates. The cantons are entitled to levy any tax that
does not lie in the exclusive domain of the federal government. As a result, tax regulations and
burdens can vary widely from canton to canton. […] Taxation at communal level is based on the
cantonal tax legislation. However, the communes themselves fix their own tax rates.” (ch.ch s.v.
Income and Wealth Tax)
In Ticino, the permanent residents of the commune are liable for a tax on income and wealth
(rental value, rental fees and assets), on securities and on capital. Also a property tax on mobile
and immobile assets - one per thousand of the estimated real estate value is deducted as well as a
personal tax of 20 CHF to each taxpayer. (Comune di Brione s/Minusio 2011)
The residents of other communes, other cantons or foreign countries that possess a property in
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the Brione s/Minusio are liable only for the imputed rental value tax and the property tax. (ibid)
The property tax is a levy on the value of the property that the owner is required to pay to the
canton or municipality in which the property is situated (ch.ch s.v. Property and Tax). The
second tax payable by second homeowners is the tax on „imputed rental value‟. According to
PostFinance, a Swiss financial institution:
Under Swiss law, a home or second home constitutes a source of income in kind.
Homeowners must therefore pay tax on the imputed rental value – even if the
property is a holiday home. The imputed rental value is based on the possible rent,
which the owner could receive by renting out the property. This rental value is known
as the market rent. The tax is paid in the canton in which the property is located. The
rate varies from canton to canton.

These two taxes constitute a sizable income for the canton and municipalities with which parts
of the infrastructure costs can be covered.
However, according to the municipality of Brione s/Minusio, from the analysis of the fiscal data
of the year 2007 (most recent year with complete data), the situation is the following (Cavalli
2011):

a) Taxpayers with fiscal residence in Brione s/Minusio:

Fr.

b) Taxpayers with fiscal residence in another commune in Ticino: Fr.

1’503’262.80 – 80.6%
52’454.45 – 2.8%

c) Taxpayers with fiscal residence in another canton:

Fr.

247’062.85 – 13.3%

d) Taxpayers with fiscal residence in another country:

Fr.

61’461.75 – 3.3%

Total:

Fr. 1’864’241.75 – 100%

This first data shows the part paid by different groups of residents - whether permanent or
temporary of Brione s/Minusio. Taxpayers with fiscal residency in Brione s/Minusio contribute
to 80.6% of the total tax revenue. The remaining 19.4 percent is divided between the taxpayers
without permanent residence in Brione s/Minusio. This data, however, must also be compared
with the number of taxpayers per category (Ibid 2011):
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a) Taxpayers with fiscal residence in Brione s/Minusio:

337 – 37.1%

b) Taxpayers with fiscal residence in another commune in Ticino:

193 – 21.3%

c) Taxpayers with fiscal residence in another canton:

303 – 33.4%

d) Taxpayers with fiscal residence in another country:

Total:

75 –

8.2%

908 – 100%

This further data underlines that out of all taxpayers, residents with fiscal domicile in the
Commune of Brione s/Minusio, which represent about 37.1 percent of the total taxpayers, pay
80.8 percent of the total taxes. On the other hand, 62.9 percent of the non-residents share the
remaining 19.4 percent of the tax revenue. This means that the non-residents of the Commune,
being almost twice as numerous as the residents, pay substantially less.
Evidently, we must take into consideration the fact that non-residents use only certain services
and infrastructure and that only during some weeks of the year. Second homeowners should not,
for instance, have to contribute to services such as education - elementary school, primary
school, renting of school buses, etc. - subsidize associations such as the „Fondazione aiuto alla
gioventù‟ , pay for the cost of the maintenance of the cemetery, etc. (Comune di Brione
s/Minusio 2009)
Second homeowners should, however, support part of the infrastructural costs as well as some
administrative costs, they should contribute to the financing the upkeep of some public
buildings, the maintenance of the public parking and the creation of walking trails as well as the
maintenance of the transport system, etc.
Consequently, it is rather complex to estimate how much tax should be attributed to second
homeowners as it is not clear what the services they are using are and how much they should be
taxed for, considering the little use they make of it.
On the other hand, when taking into consideration solely the infrastructure, the problem
becomes clear. Even if second homeowners make little use of the roads, the public parking and
other infrastructure in Brione s/Minusio during most of the year, the municipality must make
sure it can accommodate all of its visitors and second homeowners during the high season. This,
naturally, increases substantially the overall infrastructural costs.
That is why a few months ago, when the Swiss Parliament announced that it might get rid of the
imputed rental tax one of the tax incumbent to second homeowners, numerous municipalities in
Switzerland, especially touristic ones for which this tax represents a substantial income, raised
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their concerns (Le Nouvelliste 2011).
At the moment, the abolition of imputed rental tax is being discussed in Parliament. In fact,
considering that this tax is rather complex and that each canton has its own way of calculating it;
rather heavy bureaucratic procedures are required for its collection. The Swiss Parliament is,
thus, examining at the moment the possibility of abolishing it (Confédération Suisse 2011).
Touristic cantons, with their high proportion of second homes would, of course, not be very
pleased with this decision considering that the removal of this tax would mean a further loss in
tax revenues while still having to provide for the maintenance and the building of the necessary
infrastructure. (Le Nouvelliste 2011)
According to the Federal Department of Finance these following options are being investigated
to compensate the loss of revenues, especially for those cantons and communes with a high
proportion of second homes such as Brione s/Minusio (www.parlement.ch):



Establishment of a minimal tax on holiday homes or in a general way on the land of
second homeowners



Establishment of a specific tax on second homes within the wealth tax



Introduction of a tax on second homes as a tax of attribution of the costs which aims at
extracting these residences out of the general income and net fortune taxation system



Increase of land taxes



Introducing of a special tax affecting the use value of a holiday homes



Introduction of a residence tax (based on the French model)

The legislators are still examining which possibility is the most suitable. In any case, cantons and
communes would only be able to charge second home property owners the amount of money
needed to cover the expenses these can be made accountable for.
Regardless of the outcomes, the municipality of Brione s/Minusio should undertake a
comprehensive study to determine how much more second homeowners should be taxed in
order to cover all of the costs they occasion. If this study would conclude that the tax burden of
second homeowners is too low, the introduction of a higher tax should be considered. In fact, in
a report of the Federal Office of Territorial Development, according to Locher and Ammon
(2006), the introduction of a tax on second homes seems to be authorized in certain
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circumstances, in particular where it would only be used to impute certain costs.
However, if used as an orientation tax, it would create legal conflicts in view of the fact that it
would go against certain regulations defined by the Confederation such as the double taxation
agreements, the equality of right and the law on the internal markets (Office Fédéral du
Développement Territorial 2009).
To conclude this chapter, one more point must be taken into account. If the taxes discussed
above raise concern about their unfair repartition between local residents and non-residents the
same cannot be said about the other taxes such as administrative taxes, water-use tax and
contributions to improvements. These distinguish themselves from income taxes because they
derive from specific services that are not proportional to the taxpayers‟ economic abilities
(Brione s/Minusio 2011).

4. RESPONSE TO THE SECOND HOME SITUATION IN BRIONE S/M
4.1. THE NECESSITY TO ACT
According to Paris (2009) “There has been rapid growth of second homeownership in affluent
countries, associated with growing household wealth and assets, especially housing assets, as well
as growing mobility for large sections of the population. Second homeownership figures
prominently in housing policy debates in many countries, as community groups, environmental
activists and organizations, together with some politicians, campaign against further
development.” Furthermore, as said by Hall and Müller (2004), “With changing economic and
demographic trends, especially older more affluent populations, some studies predict that second
homeownership will be a growing phenomenon worldwide” and therefore, there is little doubt
amongst the different actors that measures need to be adopted.
This trend can be observed in Switzerland also, especially after the attempt from the
Confederation to remove the Federal Law on the Acquisition of Real Estate by Persons Abroad
commonly called Lex Koller in 2005 (Confédération Suisse 2007). This law that entails that
foreigners of all nationalities residing abroad must obtain a permit from the appropriate cantonal
and federal authorities before buying real estate in Switzerland was believed not to meet the
political goals of the Confederation anymore (angloinfo.com). It was decided, after some debate,
to introduce new restrictions more adapted to the current economic and political circumstances
to replace the Lex Koller.
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In fact, the 17th December 2010, the Chambers of Parliament approved the adoption of new
planning laws aimed at regulating the development of second homes. Cantons have, from that
point on, the obligation to indicate in their master plan the territories in which it is necessary to
take particular measures to insure an appropriate balance between primary and secondary homes.
This way, measures coordinated at the regional and at the supra-cantonal level will be introduced
that will, in turn, avoid unwanted competition and the transfer of problems between different
regions (Confédération Suisse 2010).
From the moment the revised law came into effect, cantons have three years to adapt their
master plans and make sure that the municipalities concerned have taken appropriate measures.
Past this deadline, no new second home will be authorized (ibid.).
The advantage of this law is that it aims to regulate the general percentage of second homes and
not merely the percentage of second homes bought by foreigners, which in the case of Brione
s/Minusio is more than relevant considering that the majority of second home there are owned
by Swiss citizens.
With the objective of helping the municipalities particularly affected by a high number of second
home, the Federal Office of Territorial Development has published a document with specific
guidelines and suggestions on how municipalities can limit, if needed, their second home
development in the future (Office federal du Développement Territorial 2009).
According to the „Planning Guide‟ to maintain a certain balance, a destination should not have
over 30 percent of second homes and with a proportion of over 50 percent the necessity to take
action should largely be recognized. In case these numbers are reached, municipalities are
required to take action to correct the situation. (Confédération Suisse 2005)
As can be seen on the map below, according the Federal Office of Territorial Development,
Brione s/Minusio is amongst the municipalities most affected by an unsustainable growth of
second homes, and actions should imperatively be taken to correct the situation.
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Figure 26: Communes where planning measures are necessary due to their high percentage of second
homes (Office Féréral de Développement Territorial 2009)

In the following chapters, different solutions and planning measures to improve the current
situation in Brione s/Minusio will be discussed. In order to do that it is necessary to review the
tree impacts considered as most harmful by the population, as discussed earlier. First of all,
actions to maintain the traditional values and the cultural identity of the Brionitt community will
be discussed, then measures to promote more affordable housing to the community will be
examined and finally ways to distribute the costs of infrastructure amongst all used in a fairer
manner will be briefly analysed.

4.2. MAINTAINING THE BRIONITT IDENTITY & TRADITIONS
What today‟s oldest generations have experienced is barely conceivable. So many changes have
transformed their world. It seems that revolutions of such scale have never before altered
societies as greatly as in recent decades. The article on the history of the twentieth century on
Wikipedia shows clearly that more than one revolution took place in those times (Wikipedia s.v.
20th Century):
The [20th] century saw a major shift in the way that vast numbers of people lived, as a
result of changes in politics, ideology, economics, society, culture, science, technology,
and medicine. Accelerating scientific understanding, more efficient communications,
and faster transportation transformed the world in those hundred years more rapidly
and widely than in any previous century. It was a century that started with horses,
simple automobiles, and freighters but ended with luxury sedans, cruise ships,
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airliners and the space shuttle. Horses, Western society's basic form of personal
transportation for thousands of years, were replaced by automobiles and buses within
the span of a few decades. […] Mass media, telecommunications, and information
technology

(especially computers, paperback

books, public

education,

and

the Internet) made the world's knowledge more widely available to people. […]
The world also became more culturally homogenized than ever with developments in
transportation and communications technology, popular music and other influences
of Western culture, international corporations, and what was arguably a true global
economy by the end of the century.

In this context, maintaining traditional values and the cultural identity of a small community such
as Brione s/Minusio seem hopeless. It appears that sooner or later those revolutions that
reshaped today‟s world will get the best of this tiny community. As said by Aronsson (2004, 75)
“Modernity has changed society to a state of great mobility where many people have a social
network beyond their local area. This means that both traditional values and place attachment are
decreasing.” Savage et al. (2003) add that this is possibly “linked to one of the fundamental
tensions of modernity; individuals are increasingly „free‟ to construct their own self-identity,
unconstrained by convention, yet must inevitably be exposed to the insecurities that flows from
this separation with tradition.”
Remarkably, however, it seems that countless communities show, in this more and more
globalized world, the need to keep their customs and traditions alive. In the last decades, the little
community of Brione s/Minusio, for instance, created associations, wrote books, organized
cultural events and manifestations in order to celebrate their Brionitt identity. Of course, with
the growth of the tourism economy within the commune, the upkeep of these traditions and
manifestation were done also to support this emerging lucrative activity.
In this regard, the association of Pro Brione s/Minusio was created in 1955 by three citizens of
Brione s/Minusio: Olindo Marcollo, Albino Biondina and Ugo Decarli. The aim of the
Association Pro Brione s/Minusio is to maintain important local traditions, promote tourism as
well as organize cultural manifestations such as the „Castagnata‟ where the chestnuts are roasted
in the traditional way, the hare hunting meetings or the „Aperitivo‟ of the beginning of the
summer, etc. (Marcollo 2009)
A few years later, in 1984, Leo Marcollo, a Patriziati of Brione s/Minusio initiated the writing of
a major historical work relating the most important moments of Brione s/Minusio‟s community.
The first edition was published in 1998, followed by a second edition in 2009. Brione s/Minusio
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attraverso i secoli describes in over 700 pages, the story of the birth of this municipality, the life of
its people and their dialect, and much more. Marcollo himself states that his work was intended
for all those who wish not to forget about the past. In a world ruled by technology and virtual
reality, according to the author, remembering how, not so long ago, our ancestors used to work
and live in all simplicity seems essential. (Ibid, foreword)
Also in the spirit of remembering and celebrating the past, the municipality of Brione s/Minusio
was proud to announce the opening, in 2010, of its new walking trail relating the history of the
Brionitt people. The walking trail tells about the natural, artistic and cultural resources of Brione
s/Minusio. The proposed itinerary takes the visitors through the transformation of this rural
community into a more tertiary and tourist reality thanks also to its privileged location
(www.pro-orselina.ch).
It appears that the community of Brione s/Minusio is putting a good deal of effort to keep the
history of its community alive. Whether it is in the form of testimonials, books, historical trails or
associations, the inhabitants of Brione s/Minusio are trying to keep the memory of their
ancestors accessible to its future generations.
At the level of the canton too, efforts are put into maintaining Ticinesi culture through the
creation of the Centre of Dialectologies and Ethnography, or through the establishment of a
regional fund to subsidize the independent cinema production of the canton, or by founding the
„Pinacoteca Cantonal Giovanni Züst‟, an institution that promotes the work of contemporary
Ticinesi artists.
But then again, Ticino was always compelled to defend its identity being a „speck on the map‟
surrounded by much bigger neighbours. As said by Giordano (2002, 307), “…the real-life of
'border societies‟ such as Ticino is constantly muddled in a set of „crossbars‟ and of „transits‟
which contributes to the construction of a borderline identity. This concept of American origin
means here, in spite of its sometimes pejorative connotation, this capacity to exceed apparently
fixed borders by the permanent redefining and elaboration of its own memberships.”
Thus, it is vital for political instances as well as for the population if Brione s/Minusio not to fall
into simplistic discourses and to single out second homes every time a culprit is needed. It is
essential that the complex problems affecting Brione s/Minusio are seen as a part of wider
social-economic changes. Second homes are, of course, an added complication but it is only one
out of many. According to Gallent et al. (2005, 39-41):
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“There are clear challenges threatening the former „stability‟ of some rural
communities; real explanations – including the lack of investments in housing,
planning constraint, a focus of economic opportunities in towns and cities, and
demographic aging – are often complex, whilst the carelessness of rich minority
moving in and buying up housing is an easy way to explain certain undesirable
consequences of social change. […] On the whole, second homes are visible and
perhaps convenient scapegoats whilst the less tangible underlying causes of
„community decline‟ – a failing economic base and the changing nature of rural
communities, by becoming less „traditional‟, are becoming less „recognisable‟ and a
fear of change is generating a hostility towards those features of the rural landscape
which have come to symbolize that change.”

As François de la Rochefoucauld said, “The only thing constant in life is change”, consequently
all there is to do is to choose the way we approach these changes (thinkexist.com). We can either
fear changes or accept them and make the best of a new situation.
In fact, it is good and desirable to maintain traditions but there is the need, more importantly, to
adapt to the new social reality of Brione s/Minusio.
Remarkably, when asked to the local residents of Brione s/Minusio if better integration of the
second homeowners could positively influence the creation of a new identity that better reflects
Brione s/Minusio‟s community, up to 65.2 percent of the respondents agreed and only 13.9
percent disagreed.
Do you believe that a better integration of second homeowners could influence
positively the creation of a new identity that better reflects Brione s/Minusio's
social structure?

0%
I fully agree

20%
I slightly agree

40%

60%

Indifferent

80%
I slightly disagree

5.20%
100%
I fully disagree

Figure 27: Perception of local residents of the impact of better integration of second homeowners within
their community on the creation of a new identity that better reflects Brione s/Minusio’s social structure

Clearly, there is a real interest on the part of local residents to accept the changes that make up
Brione s/Minusio‟s new reality and to create a community that better represents its new social
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composition. Even if second homes have, to some extent, been made responsible by the
population for the loss of their cultural identity and traditions, it seems that a majority of
respondents are ready to face the challenges and to accept their present situation.
Thus, two solutions to the loss of Brione s/Minusio‟s community seem relevant here, first, the
necessity to concentrate on efforts to promote and maintain the traditions and the cultural
identity of the community, and secondly, to accept that things change and that nothing can be
done to stop those changes.
In the next chapter we will consider solutions to another concern linked to the high proportion
of second homes in Brione s/Minusio: the inflation of real estate prices.

4.3. SOLUTIONS TO THE INFLATION OF REAL ESTATE PRICES
As we have seen earlier, the increasing housing prices are considered by 86.3 percent of the
population as a very serious problem in Brione s/Minusio. In fact, it has been the most
important impact linked to the high concentration of second homes. The unsustainable
evolution of real estate prices compared to the evolution of wages in the Locarnese region is, as a
matter of fact, a real problem for the survival of the Brionitt community.
The modification made to the Master Plan by the second home commission in the 1980s has had
practically no impact on this situation in the last decades. In fact, the only change applied was the
addition of Article 30 that proposed the following restriction (Commune of Brione s/Minusio
2004):
Inside the semi extensive residential zone, residential blocs with three or more
apartments or in each residential complex formed by two or more mono familial
houses, at least the 50 percent of the functional surface must be allocated to primary
housings. 3

However, as stated by the Municipality Counsellor Claudio Raineri “This limitation was rarely
applied on our territory since the largest majority of the residences built after the introduction of
the new regulation have been single houses”.
The modification of the Master Plan has had a quite undesirable effect on real estate

3

All‟interno della zona residenziale semiestensiva Rse, in ogni singola co-struzione abitativa plurifamiliare con
tre o più appartamenti o in ogni sin-golo complesso residenziale formato da due o più case monofamiliari, almeno il 50% della superficie utile lorda deve essere destinata ad abitazio-ne primaria.
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development in Brione s/Minusio. Rather than limiting the second home development it might
have encouraged the building of single housing. As said by Beritelli (2008, 8): “…special restraint
should be practiced, for instance, with the building of small houses and apartments with low
added value and without perspective on local employment.” Also, considering the amount of
land these constructions occupy, they are far less sustainable than residential blocks or
complexes.
Of course, a more detailed study should be undertaken to obtain a more precise idea of the real
impacts this restriction has had on housing development in Brione s/Minusio. However, it is
important to note that the chosen measure did not engender noticeable improvements, thus, new
ways to promote affordable housing and perhaps more sustainable housing in Brione s/Minusio
are unquestionably needed.
In Brione s/Minusio the price of real estate has gone up, the lack of affordable housing is
augmenting. What can be done to allow the Brionitt community to continue living in their native
home? The ones who have not yet ceded to the temptation to make profits by selling their
property or their land to the highest bidder still have that chance, but what of those who wish to
remain in Brione s/Minusio but can‟t afford to compete with more affluent buyers?
The amount of luxury residences is flourishing; the same cannot be said, however, about
affordable housing. Who is to blame? The Municipality Council for not having taken measures
when it was still time, the local residents for having sold their houses or their land for substantial
sums, investors for having invested in this beautiful region knowing good profits could be made,
wealthy commuters working in Locarno who fell in love with the magnificent view over the Lake
Maggiore or the Canton of Ticino, perhaps, for not taking more seriously the threat facing its
communities or finally the second homeowners for buying up the homes and land of local
residents for investment, retirement or recreation purposes?
This research does not set the goal of finding the culprits nor to point out the multitude of
actors responsible in engendering the current situation in Brione s/Minusio. Each player
involved holds some part of responsibility; yet if the community of Brione s/Minusio wishes to
continue to live in Brione s/Minusio radical actions need to be taken.
Promoting the building of affordable housing for the community of Brione s/Minusio should,
thus, be the main priority of the municipality. As we have seen in the previous chapter, aside
from the „pull‟ factors of social, educational and career opportunities of larger agglomerations,
„push‟ factors such as high housing prices and relatively low wages in Ticino tend to drive the
population, especially the youngsters, away from Brione s/Minusio. As not much can be done by
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the municipality of Brione s/Minusio about the attractiveness of the Locarnese region with
respect to social, educational and career opportunities, it should concentrate on promoting
affordable housing for the members of the community who wish to come back to or stay in
Brione s/Minusio.
The Confederation has developed, with a view to regulating the second home phenomenon in
Switzerland, a planning guide with detailed information about some of the most common tools
used to respond to second home pressure (Confédération Suisse 2005).
In this research, instead of listing and comparing all enforceable measures, we will concentrate
on finding ways to limit the construction of second homes that at the same time promote the
construction of affordable housing for the local population of Brione s/Minusio.

4.3.1. REGULATION OF THE PROPORTION OF SECOND HOMES
Considering that the priority of the municipality of Brione s/Minusio is to promote reasonably
priced lodging for its community, we will mainly consider measures that aim toward that goal. In
this view, the regulation of the proportion of second homes according to the different zones of
the municipality without a compensation tax is thought to be the most adequate measure.
(Federal Office of Territorial Development 2009)
This measure requires that to each new structure built in Brione s/Minusio a minimal proportion
of the new habitable space created must be attributed to primary housing. It might be thinkable
to attribute different proportions of primary housing to the different zones that compose the
municipality in order to concentrate the local residents within the centre of the locality so as to
facilitate social interactions and prevent the locality from looking nearly uninhabited during low
seasons.
In that prospect, the centre of Brione s/Minusio should be reserved to local residents in its
totality or at least to a large extent. To achieve that, in the future, every object put on the market
or newly built, and situated within that zone, should be sold to only to permanent residents.
For the areas around the centre, each new structure built should dedicate at least 60 percent of
its floor surface to the building of primary homes. The zones around the centre could, for
instance have a lower percentage of second homes then the ones on the periphery of the
municipality. Moreover, all new zones that should open to construction in the future should also
be subject to this regulation.
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In order to produce some noticeable results these measures should, however, be adopted for a
period of time of at least 15 to 20 years if not more. Only past that period of time a prolongation
or a cancellation of the above mentioned measures should be considered. (Ibid 2009)
Another important point to discuss is whether or not to introduce a compensation tax as certain
municipalities have done in the past. A compensation tax is a levy that can be paid by the
construction companies to the municipality to release themselves from the obligation of building
primary residences. In the case of Brione s/Minusio where the demand for housing is very high,
this type of tax would most probably have significant weakening effects on the above discussed
regulatory measure and could even induce an increase in the housing prices considering that the
tax is usually directly included in the selling price. Thus, it is more than advisable for Brione
s/Minusio not to introduce such a tax.
If the following option has been considered to be the best one to promote more affordable
housing for the local population of Brione s/Minusio, it is because of its potential to limit the
development of second homes by creating at the same time more affordable primary homes.
Other possibilities such as strategies to promote commercial beds, incentive fees, differentiated
quota systems, etc. are not considered here given that their aim is neither to promote affordable
housing for locals residents nor to slow down the development of second homes. However,
these could be possibilities the municipality could look into in the future. At present, promoting
affordable homes for the community of Brione s/Minusio should be the main priority of the
municipality.
If this solution is one of the most popular ones it is because it has on many occasions proven its
effectiveness in obtaining desirable effects. In fact, to date, countless destinations such as the
municipality of Crans-Montana in Valais have used this type of measure (Ibid 2009).
If this solution seems to be the most adequate one for Brione s/Minusio it is mainly because of
the cross subsidization it brings about. As a matter of fact, with this regulation, according to the
Federal Office of Territorial Development, each new construction results in two products
intended for two main markets - the local market and the leisure and recreation market. There is
thus, inevitably, a cross subsidization of second homes toward primary homes. Of course,
considering their beneficial impact on the local economy, all buildings used for commercial
purposes must fall under the category of primary homes.
It seems, consequently, that the best way to provide the local population with affordable housing
in Brione s/Minusio lies within this mixture of solutions.
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It goes without saying that various problems and concerns will appear in the implementation and
the administration of this measure. First of all, minor ones such as cases of fraud might be
experiences. People in search of a retirement home might, for instance, move their place of
residence to Brione s/Minusio to get round the regulation and profit from a cheaper home
without actually living there most of the year. Controls will have to be carried out by the
Municipality to make sure such illicit activities do not occur.
Clearly, a definition of what exactly a primary residence is must be established in detail.
According to the Federal Office of Territorial Development, a primary residence is a dwelling
used by a local person (owner or renter) such as described in the article 23 of the civil code
which states that the place of residence of a person is where that same person has the intention
of establishing him or herself. A person can, therefore, not have two places of residence and
furthermore, a primary residence can only be considered as such if occupied by someone who
has a valid residence or work permit e.g. for work or study purposes in the location itself or in
the region (Swiss Confederation 2010).
The main concern will most probably come from the true impacts of this measure. As said by
Gallent et al. (2004, 81) “Truly affordable housing for sale is extremely hard to achieve,
particularly in areas of high demand where there is acute competition for development”.
Even if prices are stabilized or even lowered by the means of this measure the gain made by local
residents by moving to another municipality with cheaper real estate price might still be much
more attractive. Gallent et al. (2004, 82) add that “A key difficulty in many rural areas, especially
where there are a range of external demands on the housing stock, is that even affordable
housing can be unaffordable to many households.”
According to Shucksmith (1990) “Those factors attracting second homeowners to particular
parishes may also have drawn more affluent locals, and people retiring to the area”. Thus, the
building of primary homes might then draw wealthy residents of neighbouring towns and
consequently, the demand for homes will remain high whether for primary or secondary homes
and, thus, also will prices.
Ultimately, according to the Confederation, a more global strategy is needed in order to prevent
the displacement of the problem to a neighbouring municipality or another destination, a
communal approach is not sufficient. The canton must play its role by limiting second home
development on a much larger scale and by putting pressure on all of the municipalities to take
correcting and/or preventive measures. However, considering the importance of the building
sector for the cantonal economy, the adoption by the canton or municipalities of very strict
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measures will most probably not be approved in the near future.
Even if the above discussed measures do not produce all the expected results, they will increase
the proportion of primary residents and thus rectify to some extent the current imbalance
between permanent and temporary residents. Furthermore, it will allow the municipality to
increase its tax revenues, which will help solving the problem of the financing of the
infrastructure of the municipality of Brione s/Minusio.

4.4. FINANCING THE INFRASTRUCTURES OF BRIONE S/MINUSIO
„Solutions to the financing of the infrastructure‟ is a difficult subject to approach considering that
the Confederation is deliberating on a new tax system at the moment.
Consequently, it would be wise to wait until the Confederation has given its verdict on whether
the imputed rental tax will be abolished before taking any action. In both cases, a comprehensive
investigation should be undertaken by the municipality of Brione s/Minusio to assess to what
extent precisely the costs of infrastructure are in real terms have been covered predominantly by
local residents and to what extent second homeowners are not bearing their fair share of the
costs. Only then will it be possible to assess if a new tax should be adopted to even out this
situation.
In some touristic cantons such as Valais and Graubünden, taxes to compensate the high costs
occasioned by second homes have already been implemented. According to the Federal
Department of Territorial Planning, the introduction of such a tax is only legal if it is used to
cover only those costs that can be attributed to second homes. Thus, if such a tax addressed to
second homeowners is implemented in Brione s/Minusio, its return should not be higher than
the costs these constructions can be made accountable for (Swiss Confederation 2011;
parlement.ch).
However, if the above discussed measures were to be implemented, an increase in the
proportion of primary residents should be imagined in the future and, thus restoring to some
extent the current imbalance between permanent and temporary residents of the municipality,
which should increase the latter‟s tax revenue. Eventually it could reduce the current problem to
some extent.
Furthermore, the municipality should in the long run also think about encouraging second
homeowners to rent out their residence in Brione s/Minusio so as to make additional revenues.
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A recent study conducted by Bieger et al. (2005) from the Institute of Public Services and
Tourism of the University of St.Gallen entitled: “Occupied Beds, Overcoming socioeconomic
barriers of renting private property in Swiss tourism regions” gives a detailed insight into this
problem.
Extra support and assistance should be given to second homeowners who wish to move their
place of residence to the municipality of Brione s/Minusio for instance by translating the
necessary documents into German.
Solutions to respond to the problems linked to the high proportion of second homes can be
found. However, if these are not implemented today the situation will continue to deteriorate.
According to professor Beritelli of the University of St.Gallen (2008, 8) the current challenges in
the second home sector are mainly due to yesterday‟s mistakes. He adds also that the second
home development cannot be turned back and that the demand for second homes cannot be
restrained.”
In agreement with Beritelli, Hall and Müller (2004) add that “With changing economic and
demographic trends, especially older more affluent populations, some studies predict that second
homeownership will be a growing phenomenon worldwide”.
That is why thorough planning is imperatively needed in attractive municipalities such as Brione
s/Minusio and as said by Beritelli (2008, 8), “It is inevitable, the planning of touristic
municipalities needs to be thought over and long-term perspectives need to be developed”.
However, if new planning measures and changes to the Master Plan were applied today, it would
most certainly take years before concrete changes would be observed. It is therefore necessary to
think of complementary ways to better the situation, for instance by improving the perception of
the community about second homeowners and about the second home problem in general.
Thus, by means of a survey conducted in July 2010, we examined the relationship between local
residents and second homeowners more closely. We tried to understand the level of integration
of second homeowners within the Brionitt community, and we then tried to assess which
obstacles represented a barrier to the integration of second homeowners. Finally, we attempted
to determine what better integration of second homeowners could do to improve the current
situation in Brione s/Minusio from the point of view of both the local residents and the second
homeowners.
First, however, we will give a short definition of the concept of „social integration‟.
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5. SOCIAL INTEGRATION OF SECOND HOMEOWNERS
5.1. „SOCIAL INTEGRATION‟: DEFINITION OF THE CONCEPT
Given that “…social integration is a complex idea, which means different things to different
people” (United Nations Research Institute for Social Development, 1994) a clarification of the
term and its origins seems necessary. According to Hardy (s.a.), “Emile Durkheim, a French
sociologist, is credited with introducing the theory of social integration in the late 19th century.
Social integration is the means through which people interact, connect and validate each other
within a community.”
In its simplest terms, according to Cohen and Brissette (2000), “Social integration refers to the
extent to which one participates in the social community.” In fact, as stated by the United
Nations Research Institute for Social Development (1994), “No one goes through life alone. All
of us are created within, and influenced by, networks of social relations which provide us with
our identity and establish a framework for our actions.
However, difficulties may be seen in the process, as stated by the Committee for Social
Development (2009), “Obstacles are obvious when focus is on differences in people instead of
similarities and where there is competition, fear and greed.” The institute came to the conclusion,
furthermore, that there were at least three different ways of understanding the concept of social
integration:
For some, it is an inclusionary goal, implying equal opportunities and rights for all
human beings. In this case, becoming more integrated implies improving life chances.
To others, however, increasing integration has a negative connotation, conjuring up
the image of an unwanted imposition of uniformity. And, to still others, the term does
not necessarily imply either a positive or a negative state. It is simply a way of
describing the established patterns of human relations in any given society.

For this research we will considers the first definition and see social integration as an inclusive
goal. We will also take into account Sharon‟s (2008) definition:
Social integration is the process of building the values, relations and institutions
essential for the creation of such an equitable and dynamic society, where all
individuals, regardless of their race, sex, language or religion, can fully exercise their
rights and responsibilities on an equal basis with others and contribute to society.

Most of the second homeowners of Brione s/Minusio speak a different language and are from
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another culture. However, “…to foster society that is stable, safe, just and tolerant, and respect
diversity, equality of opportunity and participation of all people” they should be encouraged to
contribute more to society. As said by Hardy (s.a.), the social integration theory, “…proposes
that people experience mental, emotional and physical benefits when they believe they are a
contributing, accepted part of a collective.
In the next chapters we will try to grasp, by the mean of a survey, to what extent social
integration is sought by the local and secondary population of Brione s/Minusio and try to
understand what positive benefits could be expected from better integration.

5.2. METHODOLOGY
5.2.1. STRUCTURE OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE
The methodology used for the making of the surveys was largely based on examples of surveys
done for other studies such as Bieger, Beritelli and Weinert‟s study entitled Hot Beds. The
questionnaires were divided in three main parts:
1. General questions
2. Questions related to the topic of the integration of second homeowners
3. Questions specific to local residents / second homeowners
Both surveys started with general socio-demographic questions, followed by more specific
questions linked to the second home problem. In the second part of the surveys, questions were
asked on the theme of the integration of second homes owners - such as whether respondents
felt that second homeowners were integrated or not, what the most important barriers to
integration were and what consequences on the community of better integration of second
homeowners would be. In the third part, questions about the respondents‟ perception of local
residents, second homeowners, as well as on their self-perception, based on Schubert and
Otten‟s method (2002), were asked. Questions with the aim of assessing the type of relationship
local residents and second homeowners have with each other, based on Jenson‟ assessing
method described in his research, “Mapping Social Cohesion” (1998), were also part of the
survey.
With the exception of minor differences, both questionnaires sent to local residents and to
second homeowners of Brione s/Minusio were identical.
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5.2.2. DATA COLLECTIONS & ANALYSIS
The surveys, along with a letter explaining the research goal and a letter from the municipality of
Brione s/Minusio, have been sent by mail to local residents and second homeowners on the 15th
of July 2010. Respondents had until the 20th of August 2010 to complete the survey and send it
back. To facilitate the process, it was made possible to respond to the survey online in four
different languages. It took respondents about 10 to 12 minutes to complete the 20 to 23
questions of the survey.
In total, about 585 surveys were sent with the help of the Municipality Council of Brione
s/Minusio which represented the quasi totality of the permanent and temporary households of
Brione (>90%). The general response rate was about 32.5 percent taking into consideration the
invalid responses.
In order to obtain a higher response rate, participants had the chance to win a week for four
persons in the village of Grimentz in the Walliser Alps.
Out of the 239 surveys send to the permanent residents of Brione s/Minusio 62 responded
which corresponds to a rate of return of almost 26 percent. On the other hand, about 346
surveys were sent to second homeowners and 128 were returned, which corresponds to a rate of
return of about 37 percent. The data were then analysed based on descriptive statistical methods.

5.3. RESULTS OF THE SURVEYS
5.3.1. PROFILE OF RESPONDENTS
GENDER
The local residents and second homeowners who responded to our questionnaire were in
majority men.

Local residents
Male

Second home owners

Female
0%

20%

40%

Figure 28: Gender of respondents
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AGE
The majority of respondents were, in both groups, whether already retired or close to retirement.
Local residents who responded to our survey were on average 64 to 65 years old. Second
homeowners were slightly older with an average of 67 to 68 years.
40%
30%
Local Residents

20%

Second Home Owners
10%
0%

Figure 29: Age groups of respondents

STATUS
The vast majority of responds were married, followed by singles, divorced and widowed.

Married

Local residents

Single

Second home owners

Divorced
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Figure 30: Status of respondents

YEAR OF ACQUISITION
On average, respondents have bought their residence about 15 to 20 years ago.
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30%
20%
Local Residents
10%

Second Home Owners

0%

Figure 31: Year of acquisition by respondents of residences located in Brione s/Minusio

HOUSE / APARTMENT OWNED
The large majority of Brione s/Minusio‟ residents own a house; only a minority of them own an
apartment.

Local residents

Apartments

Second homeowners

Houses
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Figure 32: Apartments / houses owned by residents of Brione s/Minusio

SELF-USE VS. RENTAL
When asked how many days a year, approximately, they spend in their second home, a very small
percentage of the respondents (3.9%) answered less than 9 days a year. About the same
percentage of people responded 10 to 19 days. Making up the largest group, up to one third of
the respondents declared that they spend more than 70 days a year in Brione (32%). On average,
respondents affirmed that they stay 50 to 55 days a year, meaning 7 to 8 weeks per year.
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Figure 33: Occupancy rate of second homes by the owners or lend out to third parties in days per year

An opposite scheme can be seen in what concerns the number of days a year second
homeowners put their property at the disposal of family, friends or third parties. Up to 57.8 per
cent of second homeowners declare to only rarely lend their property out (less than 9 days a
year); about 14.1 per cent do so for a little more than two weeks a year and about 10.9 per cent
for around three to four weeks a year. Finally, only about 3.9 per cent lent their home out for
more than 70 days a year. On average, respondents affirmed that they lend their property out
between one and two weeks per year.

5.3.2. RELATIONSHIP: LOCAL RESIDENTS - SECOND HOMEOWNERS
MUTUAL PERCEPTION: LOCAL RESIDENTS - SECOND HOMEOWNERS
A large majority of permanent residents in Brione s/Minusio seem to agree that many of the
problems affecting their municipality are linked to the high proportion of second homes. We, in
turn, have come to the conclusion that more global socio-economic processes were also, to a
large extent, part of this problem.
Politicians and local residents, by perceiving the high proportion of second homes as being
mainly responsible for the problems discussed above might contribute to the creation of further
difficulties. In fact, considering the high concentration of second homes as the sole root of
problems might lead to a deterioration of the relationship between local residents and second
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homeowners, which could eventually create additional tensions. Thus, the first hypothesis
analysed here is the following:
H1,0: There is no significant difference between the way local residents perceive other
local residents and second homeowners and conversely, there is no significant
difference between the way second homeowners perceive the other second
homeowners and local residents.
H1,1: There is a significant difference between the way local residents perceive other
local residents and second homeowners and conversely, there is a significant
difference between the way second homeowners perceive the other second
homeowners and local residents.

In order to analyse these relations a paired samples T-Test comparing the means of two variables
has been made. In the two graphs below, plotting the averages of the variables obtained, we can
see that respondents perceive themselves in general as more sociable, open, convivial, informal
and welcoming than others.
Respondents of the second homeowners‟ group, on one hand, perceived other second
homeowners and local residents almost as equally open, informal, sociable and welcoming.
However, a significant difference could be noted on how convivial they perceived the other local
residents and second homeowners to be. In fact, second homeowners believed local residents to
be significantly less convivial then other second homeowners – the orange square in the graph
below (p ≤ 0.024)4.

4

In statistic, a test is considered to be significant if its result is unlikely to have occurred by chance. In other
words, the significance level or p-value of a statistical test must be below 0.05 to be considered statistically
significant.
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Second homeowners's percpective

5
4
Informal Formal

Self-Image
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Perception of second
homeowners
Perception of local
residents
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Convivial Detached

Welcoming Indifferent

Figure 34: Self-image of the respondents, their perception of local residents and other second homeowners

On the other hand, when looking at how local residents perceived second homeowners and
other local residents; we can note that they perceived second homeowners as slightly more open
than other local residents but less sociable, informal, convivial and welcoming.
Local Residents'percpective

Open Conservative

5
4
Informal Formal

Self-Image
Sociable Reserved

3
2

Perception of second
homeowners
Perception of local
residents
Middle Level

Convivial Detached

Welcoming Indifferent

Figure 35: Self-image of the respondents, their perception of second homeowners and of other local
residents
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We can therefore partially reject our null-hypothesis. Some dissimilarity has been seen in how
both groups perceived each other. Local residents who responded believed second homeowners
to be significantly more reserved, detached and conservative than local residents while
respondents of the second homeowners‟ group believed local residents to be less convivial than
local residents.
PERCEIVED INTEGRATION LEVEL OF SECOND HOMEOWNERS
When local residents were asked if they felt that second homeowners were integrated in the
community of Brione s/Minusio, a large percentage of 74.4 percent declared that they didn‟t
believe second homeowners to be integrated. Up to 11.6 percent even declared that second
homeowners were not at all integrated and no one believed that they were fully integrated.
In you opinion, are second homeowners well integrated in the Brionitt
community?

Local residents
Second home owners
0%
I fully agree

20%
I slightly agree

40%

60%

I slightly disagree

80%

100%

I fully disagree

Figure 36: Perceived level of integration of second homeowners by respondents

On the other hand, about 46.4 percent of second homeowners believed to be integrated in the
community of Brione s/Minusio and surprisingly, out of that percentage, up to 9.6 percent of
them even felt fully integrated. A majority of 53.6 percent of the second homeowners, however,
believed not to be integrated into the Brionitt community. In order to understand if a significant
difference exists between local residents and second homeowners‟ answer, the following
hypothesis has been tested:
H2,0: There is no significant difference between the way local residents perceive
second homeowners‟ level of integration and the way second homeowners perceive
their own level of integration.
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H2,1: There is a significant difference between the way local residents perceive second
homeowners‟ level of integration and the way second homeowners perceive their own
level of integration.

The test revealed that a significant difference exist in the way the two groups perceive second
home owner‟ level of integration. While second homeowners are quite divided on the question,
local residents‟ perceived second homeowners‟ level of integration to be significantly lower than
second homeowners‟ one (p ≤ .010).
It is supposed, therefore, that besides regulations to limit the growth of the percentage of second
homes in Brione s/Minusio, solutions to improve the perception of both groups about each
other should be considered as well. In order to achieve that, we tried to assess to what extent
better integration of Brione s/Minusio‟s second homeowners could improve the perception of
local residents towards second homeowners and thus, towards the second home problem in
general.
Before getting to this point, we examined some of the reasons why second homeowners struggle
to integrate in the community of Brione s/Minusio.

5.3.3. BARRIERS TO THE INTEGRATION OF SECOND HOMEOWNERS
As we have mentioned it in the introduction of our research, it is believed that diverse barriers to
integration prevent second homeowners to integrate fully within the community of Brione
s/Minusio. In all, the six following barriers to integration were considered in the survey:


Length of stay



Communication issues



Cultural differences / way of thinking



Opportunities to meet - willingness to have social contacts



Feeling rejected by the other group



Others barriers to integration

These different barriers to integration discussed below start with the barrier of integration
considered as the most important one from the point of view of local residents and second
homeowners.
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LENGTH OF STAY
As it is commonly known, the second home problem is often linked to concepts such as „ghost
towns‟, „cold beds‟ or in French: „volets clos‟ which are all terms that refer to the idea that the
majority of second homes are empty for most part of the year. It is, therefore, not surprising that
67.7 percent of local residents who responded to our survey considered the relatively short
length of stay of second homeowners in Brione s/Minusio as one of the most important barriers
to integration. In fact, only up to 10.8 percent disagreed with this statement.
Almost no difference could be noted between the point of view of second homeowners (68.1%)
and local residents. About the same percentage of second homeowners believed their relatively
short length of stay to be one of the main obstacle to integration and only 16.4 percent believed
otherwise.

The too short length of stay of second homeowners is an obstacle to their
integration within the community of Brione s/Minusio?

Local residents
Second home owners
0%
I fully agree

20%

I slightly agree

40%
Indifferent

60%

80%

I slightly disagree

100%
I fully disagree

Figure 37: Perception of respondents - Length of stay of second homeowners as a barrier to integration

In order to find out if the second homeowners‟ perceived degree of integration varies with their
length of stay in Brione s/Minusio, a cross-tabulation between those two variables has been
made. This test enabled us to answer the following hypothesis:
H3,0: There is no relation between second homeowners‟ perceived level of integration
and their length of stay in Brione s/Minusio.
H3,1: There is a relation between second homeowners‟ perceived level of integration
and their length of stay in Brione s/Minusio.
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QS 27 - Length of Stay of SHO
Up to 7 weeks
QA 29 - Perceived Level of

No

Integration of SHO

Count

27

67

67.8%

40.9%

53.6%

19

39

58

32.2%

59.1%

46.4%

59

66

125

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Count
% within QS 27

Total

Count
% within QS 27

Value
Nominal by Nominal

Approx. Sig.

Phi

.269

.003

Cramer's V

.269

.003

N of Valid Cases

Total

40

% within QS 27
Yes

More than 7 weeks

125

Table 2: Second homeowners’ perceived level of integration according to their length of stay in Brione
s/Minusio

Comparing these scores, it can be noted that second homeowners who spend more than seven
weeks in Brione s/Minusio felt relatively better integrated within the community than the ones
who spend less than seven weeks in their second home. The difference being significant (p ≤
.003), we can reject the null hypothesis: there is a relation between second homeowners‟
perceived level of integration in the community and their length of stay in Brione s/Minusio.
Considering that second homeowners affirmed to occupy their second home on average around
50 to 55 days a year which means approximately 7 to 8 weeks a year, we can conclude that close
to half of them should believe to be integrated. Bearing in mind that 46.4 percent of them feel
entirely to somewhat integrated we can say that our results comply with our findings.
COMMUNICATION ISSUES
Second homeowners of Brione s/Minusio originate quasi exclusively from German-speaking
areas. We can, thus, assume that communication problems might exist between the Italianspeaking native residents and second homeowners.
In fact, about 71.1 percent of the local residents who responded to our survey felt that
communication issues were an important barrier to the integration of second homeowners
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within the Brionitt community. For second homeowners, the language barrier was also perceived
as an obstacle to the integration of second homeowners but only to a percentage of 54.5 percent.
Are communication issues an important barrier to the integration of second
homeowners into the community of Brione s/Minusio?

Local residents
Second home owners
0%
I fully agree

20%

I slightly agree

40%
Indifferent

60%

80%

I slightly disagree

100%
I fully disagree

Figure 38: Perception of respondents - Communication issues of second homeowners as a barrier to
integration

In order to understand to what extent the language barrier represents, in real terms, an obstacle
to the interaction between locals and second homeowners, we asked respondents to state in
which languages they were capable to communicate. Remarkably, up to one third of the local
residents declared fluent in four different languages, about 25.8 percent said to be fluent in three
languages, about 13.7 percent in two languages and about 19.4 percent in one language only.
Finally, a small minority of people making up 4.8 percent of the sample said to speak up to five
languages.
In what regards second homeowners, a little above one third of them declared to be fluent in
four languages, about 18.8 percent declared to be able to communicate in two and as many in
three languages. A little less than a quarter of second homeowners said to speak one language
and finally, a minority of 7 percent of the respondents admitted to be fluent in up to five
languages.
To summarize, the local residents of Brione s/Minusio declared to be able to converse in average
in 2.93 languages with Italian being the most spoken one followed by German and French.
Second homeowners, in the other hand, admitted to be fluent in about 2.88 languages in average
with German in the lead followed by Italian and English.
Below, you can see the detailed distribution of the different languages spoken by both, local
residents and second homeowners.
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Local residents
Second home owners
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Figure 39: Languages in which respondents can communicate

According to the number of languages spoken by each respondent, we were able to estimate to
what percentage each group was able to communicate with its own members and members of
the other group.

QA 00 - File
V92 - LR can

LR

Statistic

Mean

.9520

communicate with…

95% Confidence Interval for

Lower Bound

.9298

(in %)

Mean

Upper Bound

.9741

SHO

V93 – SHO can

LR

Minimum

.48

Maximum

1.00

Mean

.9157

95% Confidence Interval for

Lower Bound

.8969

Mean

Upper Bound

.9345

Minimum

.48

Maximum

1.00

Mean

.9157

communicate with…

95% Confidence Interval for

Lower Bound

.8799

(in %)

Mean

Upper Bound

.9515

SHO

Minimum

.61

Maximum

1.00

Mean

.9671

95% Confidence Interval for

Lower Bound

.9539

Mean

Upper Bound

.9803

Minimum

.61

Maximum

1.00

Table 3: Intergroup communication – Local residents and second homeowners
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Local residents can, according to our calculations, communicate on average with 95.2 percent of
local residents. Second homeowners, on the other hand, are able to communicate with 96.7
percent of second homeowners and finally, local residents and second homeowners can
communicate with 91.7 percent of members of the other group.
The monolingual respondents can speak with at least 48 percent of the total population in what
concerns local residents and no less than 61 percent in what regards second homeowners.
Seeing that most respondents can converse with the large majority of residents, it seems that the
language barrier shouldn‟t represent such an obstacle to the integration of second homeowners
as perceived by most respondents.
Hence, to examine if respondents speaking the highest number of languages have fewer
problems to integrate, the following hypothesis has been tested:
H4,0: There is no relationship between the number of languages spoken by
respondents and their perceived level of integration of second homeowners in the
community.
H4,1: There is a relationship between the number of languages spoken by respondents
and their perceived level of integration of second homeowners in the community.

QA 29 - Perceived Integration
Level of SHO
No

Yes

Total

QA 12 – Number of

1

22

15

37

Languages Spoken by

2

23

9

32

respondents

3

21

18

39

4

36

29

65

5

9

3

12

111

74

185

Total

Value
Nominal by Nominal

N of Valid Cases

Approx. Sig.

Phi

.151

.379

Cramer's V

.151

.379

185

Table 4: Perceive level of integration of second homeowners according to the number of languages spoken
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We can note, when comparing the number of languages spoken by the overall residents of
Brione s/Minusio and their perceived level of integration of second homeowners that no
significant difference in results could be noted (p ≤ .202), our null hypothesis is therefore true.
To conclude is seem that even if the language barrier is perceived to be one of the most
important obstacles to integration, in real terms, it should not be the case. Second homeowners
and local residents have, in most cases, at least one language in common in which they can
communicate.
CULTURAL DIFFERENCES / WAY OF THINKING
According to the latest edition of „The Rough Guide to Switzerland‟ (2010, 461):
“The Italian-speaking canton of Ticino occupies the balmy, lake-laced southern
foothills of the Alps. It‟s radically different from the rest of Switzerland: culture, food,
architecture, attitude and driving style owe more to Milan than Zürich. The place is
irresistible: a short train ride under the Alps and you emerge to a tiny corner of the
Italian Mediterranean that is forever Switzerland, peopled by expressive, stylish, hotblooded folk as different from stolid farmers of the north as they could possibly be.”

Could these stereotypes too often attributed to the populations of the southern and northern
regions of Switzerland represent, in reality, an obstacle to the integration of second homeowners
in Brione s/Minusio? Could cultural differences or way of thinking of second homeowners and
local residents be a true barrier to integration? To that question, 46.3 percent of local residents
have agreed, about one quarter disagreed and up to 28.1 percent had no opinion of the matter.
Cultural differences or way of thinking represent barriers to the integration of
second homeowners into the community of Brione s/Minusio?

Local residents
Second homeowners
0%
I fully agree

20%

I slightly agree

40%
Indifferent

60%
I slightly disagree

80%

100%
I fully disagree

Figure 40: Perception of respondents: Cultural differences and way of thinking as barriers to integration
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To the same question, second homeowners gave a significantly different response (p ≤ .000). Up
to 66.7 percent disagreed that cultural differences and way of thinking represented an obstacle to
the integration of second homeowners, about 18.7 percent agreed and the rest of the sample had
no opinion on the matter
Here again, it seems that the perception of both groups diverge. Close to the majority of local
residents perceived the cultural differences and way of thinking as a barrier to the integration of
second homeowners, which doesn‟t‟ seem to be the case for second homeowners.
OPPORTUNITIES & WILLINGNESS TO MEET
Considering that second homeowners spend in average only 7 to 8 weeks a year in Brione
s/Minusio, it was believed that the low opportunities to meet might represent a barrier to
integration.
However, only 26.9 percent of the local population and only 32 percent of second homeowners
saw in the low opportunities to meet a barrier to integration.
The low opportunities to meet represent an obstacle to the integration of
second homeowners into the community of Brione s/M?

Local residents
Second homeowners
0%
I fully agree

20%

I slightly agree

40%
Indifferent

60%
I slightly disagree

80%

100%
I fully disagree

Figure 41: Perception of respondents: Low opportunities to meet as a barrier to integration

For both groups, the lack of opportunity to meet was not perceived as an important obstacle to
the integration of second homeowners in Brione for a majority of respondents. In fact, when
asked how many second homeowners they knew, about two third of local residents declared that
they know about one to ten second homeowners, about 17.7 percent stated to know up to fifty
second homeowners and 13.7 percent admitted not to know any.
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Figure 42: Number of local residents and respectively second homeowners known by respondents

Approximately the same results were found with second homeowners who declared at a rate of
57.1 percent that they know between one and ten local residents, 7.8 percent answered that they
know over 30 local residents and about 12.5 percent replied that they did not know any. The
results diverged mainly in the fact that 3.1 percent of second homeowners declared that they
know over 100 local residents while local residents declared that they know no more than 50
second homeowners.
Nevertheless, on average, local residents affirmed that they know between nine and ten second
homeowners while second homeowners affirmed to know fourteen to fifteen local residents.
The next hypothesis tries to understand if a link exists between second homeowners‟ feeling of
integration and the number of local residents they know:
H5,0: There is no relationship between the number of local residents known by second
homeowners and they perceived level of integration in the community of Brione
s/Minusio.
H5,1: There is a relationship between the number of local residents known by second
homeowners and they perceived level of integration in the community of Brione
s/Minusio.
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QS 25 - LR Known by SHO
Up to 12
QA 29 – Perceived Level of

No

Integration of SHO

Count
% within QS 25

Yes

Count
% within QS 25

Total

Count
% within QS 25

Value
Nominal by Nominal

Total

59

6

65

68.6%

16.7%

53.3%

27

30

57

31.4%

83.3%

46.7%

86

36

122

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Approx. Sig.

Phi

.475

.000

Cramer's V

.475

.000

N of Valid Cases

More than 12

122

Table 5: Number of local residents known by second homeowners and their perceived level of integration

There is a strong relationship between the number of local residents known by second
homeowners and their perceived level of integration. The perceived level of integration of
second homeowners increases significantly when knowing more than 12 local residents (p
=0.0005). We can, thus, reject our null hypothesis: a link between these two variables exists.
The same test has been made also with how many other second homeowners they knew. It
revealed no significant difference which proves that the feeling of integration of second
homeowners increases only when knowing local residents (p = 0.535).
Furthermore, when asked to the residents if one of the barriers to integration was the fact that
they lacked in interest in having social contacts with the other group, up to 61.5 percent of the
second homeowners who responded agreed, about 18.9 percent of the respondents disagreed
and the rest of the sample had no opinion on the matter.
About the same conclusion could be drawn from the local residents‟ answers. Up to 49.6 percent
of them disagreed that their lack in interest in having social contacts with second homeowners
was a reason that impeded second homeowners to integrate, in fact, only 22.1 percent of the
respondents agreed with this statement.
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Your low interest in having social contacts with the other group is an obstacle to
the integration of second homeowners into the community of Brione s/M?
Local residents
Second home owners
0%
I fully agree

20%

I slightly agree

40%
Indifferent

60%

80%

I slightly disagree

100%
I fully disagree

Figure 43: Perception of respondents: Low interest in having social contacts as a barrier to integration

To conclude, the majority of respondents did not feel that their lack of interest in having social
contacts with the other group to be an important obstacle to the integration of second
homeowners in Brione s/Minusio, nor was it due to the low opportunities to meet.
FEELING REJECTED BY THE OTHER GROUP
Another point examined in this chapter was whether certain tensions or certain negative
perceptions such as the feeling of being rejected by the other group might play an important role
in discouraging second homeowners and local residents to encounter.
After analysing the results of the questionnaires, we can say that it wasn‟t the case for the
majority of respondents. About 62 percent of local residents rejected this reason and only 10
percent of the sample believed that that was a valid reason for the non-integration number of
second homeowners.
The feeling of being rejected by the other group is a barrier to the integration of
second homeowners into the community of Brione s/M?

Local residents
Second home owners
0%
I fully agree

20%

I slightly agree

40%
Indifferent

60%
I slightly disagree

80%

100%
I fully disagree

Figure 44: Perception of respondents: The fact of feeling rejected as a barrier to integration
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About 71.3 percent of second homeowners rejected this motive as well, only 14.8 percent
believed it to be a valid reason.
OTHER BARRIERS TO INTEGRATION
In order to figure out if other factors could influence the integration level of second
homeowners in the community of Brione s/Minusio other statistical tests such as a „classification
and regression tree‟ have been made. This test, also called a „decision tree‟, is “…a decision
support tool that uses a tree-like graph or model of decisions and their possible consequences
[…]. Decision trees are commonly used in operations research, specifically in decision analysis,
to help identify a strategy most likely to reach a goal. Another use of decision trees is as a
descriptive means for calculating conditional probabilities.” In other words it is “a model that
predicts the value of a target variable based on several input variables” (Wikipedia s.v. Decision
tree).
This test, applied to our „Perceived level of integration of second homeowners‟ variable, revealed
the following conditional probabilities:
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Figure 45: Decision tree applied to our ‘Perceived level of integration of second homeowners’ variable
followed by different conditional probabilities

On the diagram, the tree starts with the percentage of respondents who felt that second
homeowners were or were not integrated in the community of Brione s/Minusio. The „decision
tree‟ then split the results in two categories: the second homeowners who knew over twelve local
residents and felt in majority integrated and the one who knew less that twelve local residents
and did not feel very much integrated.
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The ones who felt in majority integrated were further split into two categories: the one who
declared that the welcoming attitude of the habitants of Brione s/Minusio were one of their
reasons for choosing Brione s/Minusio as a second home destination and the one who didn‟t
state this particular aspect to be a motivation for their choice. The individuals of the first group,
remarkably, all believed to be integrated within the community, while one third of the
respondents of the second group felt the opposite.
The group that knew less than 12 local residents and that in majority didn‟t felt integrated could
also be split in two categories: the one who spend on average over seven weeks a year in Brione
s/Minusio and those who spend less time there. The ones who spend less time in their second
home had a significantly lower percentage of individuals integrated in the community than the
other group, these could further, be split in two more groups, the ones that choose Brione
s/Minusio for its interesting local traditions and culture, and the ones for which this aspect
wasn‟t a relevant feature for choosing Brione s/Minusio as a second home destination. Here
again, the ones who showed less interest in local traditions and culture also felt, ultimately, less
integrated.
In this next tree, computed with different variable we can see a slightly different outcome:
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Figure 46: Decision tree applied to our ‘Perceived level of integration of second homeowners’ variable
followed by different conditional probabilities

In fact, we can see that on the last split a different separation is possible. Out of the respondents
who felt in majority not integrated and who spend less than 12 days in their second home, we
can see that a difference can be made between the married and widowed ones and the singles
and the divorced ones. The last group seems to be integrated to a higher degree. We can deduce
that some second homeowners which are whether married or divorced show less willingness to
integrate than the ones who are single and divorced. This could be useful information if
organizing events in the future; it might turn out that get-togethers for this target group might be
of interest for some members of the community.
The aim of the tree, in our case, is to draw a picture of the characteristics that most second
homeowners which felt integrated in the community had in common. What the tree doesn‟t tell
us, however, is whether these characteristics are the causes or the consequences of the better
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integration of some of these second homeowners. For instance, is it because they are interested
in the local culture and traditions that certain second homeowners are more integrated or is it
because they are integrated that they are more interested in the local traditions and culture? In
other words, we are here in the so called „chicken or egg‟ causality dilemma.
However, it seems that a strong relation exist between the way both group perceive each other
and the way they perceive second homeowners‟ level of integration.
That is why, in order to better analyse the importance of these perceptions, four additional cross
tabulations have been made. They aim being to test the following hypothesis:
H6,0: There is no relationship between the way both groups perceive second
homeowners‟ relationship with the local community of Brione s/Minusio and the way
they perceptive of second homeowners‟ level of integration in the community.
H6,1: There is a relationship between the way both groups perceive second
homeowners‟ relationship with the local community of Brione s/Minusio and the way
they perceptive of second homeowners‟ level of integration in the community.

Four sets of attributes were given to respondents to describe second homeowners‟ relationship
with the local community. On a scale going from 6 to 1 respondents were asked to state if they
felt second homeowners „belonged‟ to the community or were „isolated‟ from it, if second
homeowners were rather „excluded‟ or „included‟ in it, if these would rather „participate‟ or be
„passive‟ toward the community and finally, if they were „recognized‟ or „rejected‟ by it.
The respondents were then split in two groups: the respondents who felt second homeowners to
be integrated into the community of Brione s/Minusio and those who didn‟t believe so. The
means of the results found were then plotted in a graph5:

5

To enable a better view of the results the scale has been slightly modified, variables have been replaced as
follows: 6=3, 5=2, 4=1, 3= -1, 2= -2, and 3= -3.
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Which attributes characterizes best second homeowners' relationship with the
local residents?
Belonging Isolation

5
4
3
Recognition Rejection

Inclusion Exclusion

2

Perceive SHO as Integrated
Do not Perceive SHO as Integrated
Participative Passivity

Middle Level

Figure 47: Attributes qualifying second homeowners’ relationship to local residents according to those who
perceive second homeowners to be integrated and those who do not believe so

As can be noted, all results were very highly significant. Respondents who perceived second
homeowners as not integrated in the community qualified their relationship to local residents to
be closer to „isolation‟ than „belonging‟, closer to „exclusion‟ than „inclusion‟, as well as closer to
„passivity‟ than „participation‟ and finally, closer to „rejection‟ than „recognition‟ then the
respondents who perceived second homeowners to be integrated.
We can, thus, say that a significantly different perception exists in the way respondents who
believe second homeowners to be integrated perceive second homeowners‟ relationship to local
residents and vice versa. Consequently, we can affirm that be integrating second homeowners we
can improve respondents perception on those two groups „relationship.
To conclude, we can say that they are three main barriers to integration stated by local residents.
Communication problems with 71.4 percent were considered the most important obstacle to the
integration of second homeowners. The second most important obstacle to integration was the
relatively short duration of stay in Brione s/Minusio by second homeowners (67.8%) and finally,
with 46.3 percent, the cultural differences and different way of thinking of second homeowners.
On the other hand, for 68 percent of second homeowners the most important barriers to
integration was, first of all, the fact that they spent too little time in Brione s/Minusio. The
second most important reason, with 54.5 percent, were the communication issues they have with
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local residents and finally, the low opportunity to meet was stated as the third most important
reason for second homeowners not to be well integrated in the community of Brione s/Minusio.
However, this last reason only got 32 percent of respondents‟ votes.
In one case only has a difference be noted between what was perceived as a barrier to
integrations by respondents and the results gathered by the mean of the statistical test: the
language barrier. Given the fact that, on average, local residents and second homeowners speak
between 2 to 3 languages it seems difficult to understand that communication issues might
represent such an important obstacle to the integration of second homeowners. A closer study
on this issue might be necessary to understand why that is so.
In all, second homeowners would have significantly higher chances to feel better integrated in
the community of Brione s/Minusio if they would live over 7 weeks a year in Brione s/Minusio
and if they would get to know at least 12 local residents.
In the next chapter, we will try to understand what could be the expected outcomes that might
result from better integration of the second homeowners of the municipality of Brione
s/Minusio.

5.4. INTEGRATION OF SECOND HOMEOWNERS
The first requisite for better integration of second homeowners is to a large extent linked to the
will of both parties to have them better integrated. That is why we started by asking both groups
if they were interested in better integration of second homeowners into the Brionitt community
in the community of Brione s/Minusio.
Would you like second homeowners to be better integrated into the community
of Brione s/Minusio?
Local residents
Second home owners
0%
I fully agree

20%
I slightly agree

40%

60%

I slightly disagree

80%

100%

I fully disagree

Figure 48: Willingness of respondents to have second homeowners better integrated in the community
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With 83.4 percent of local residents and 94.3 percent of second homeowners agreeing, there is
little doubt that both groups would very much appreciate better integration of second
homeowners in the community of Brione s/Minusio.
In the following points, we will discuss what the outcomes of better integration could be, first,
from the point of view of local residents followed by the point of view of second homeowners.

5.4.1. LR: ASSUMED EFFECTS OF A BETTER INTEGRATION
IMPROVEMENT OF BRIONE S/MINUSIO‟S OVERALL SOCIAL LIFE
It is believed by 72.9 percent of the population that better integration of second homeowners
could improve the overall social life in Brione s/Minusio, only 3.4 percent of the respondent did
not agree on this point and the rest of the sample had no opinion on the matter.
A better integration of second homeowners in the community could influence
positively the overall social life in Brione?

0%
I fully agree

20%

40%

I slightly agree

60%
Indifferent

80%
I slightly disagree

100%
I fully disagree

Figure 49: Believed outcomes of better integration of second homeowners on the overall social life within
Brione s/Minusio

CREATION OF A NEW IDENTITY
When responding to the question: „Do you think better integration of the second homeowners
could influence positively the creation of a new identity that better reflects Brione‟s social
structure‟ up to 64.8 percent of respondents agreed, about 21.1 percent them were indifferent to
this subject and 14.1 percent disagreed.
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A better integration of second homeowners could eventualy lead to the creation
of a new identity that reflects better Brione s/Minusio's social strucuture?

0%
I fully agree

20%
40%
60%
80%
I slightly agree
Indifferent
I slightly disagree

100%
I fully disagree

Figure 50: Assumed outcomes of a better integration of second homeowners on the creation of a new
identity that reflects better Brione s/Minusio’s social structure

IMPLICATION OF SECOND HOMEOWNERS
When asked if in their opinion, better integration of second homeowners could influence
positively the implication of second homeowners in the resolution of local problems and issues
up to 56.9 percent agreed, about a quarter had no opinion on the subject and about 15.5 percent
of the respondents disagreed.

A better integration of second homeowners in the community could influence
positively their implication in the resolution of local problems and issues?

0%
I fully agree

20%
I slightly agree

40%

60%
Indifferent

80%
I slightly disagree

100%
I fully disagree

Figure 51: Assumed outcomes of better integration of second homeowners on the implication of second
homeowners in the resolution of local problems and issues

ATTITUDE TOWARD THE SECOND HOME PROBLEM
When asked if better integration of second homeowners could influence positively their attitude
towards second homeowners, close to the majority of respondents agreed, about 38.6 percent
had no opinion on the matter and about 12.3 percent disagreed to a certain extent. However, no
one affirmed that better integration would have no influence at all on their attitude to second
homeowners.
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A better integration of second homeowners in the community of Brione s/M
could influence positively your attitude toward the second home problem?

0%
I fully agree

20%

40%

I slightly agree

60%
Indifferent

80%
I slightly disagree

100%
I fully disagree

Figure 52: Assumed positive influence of better integration of second homeowners on respondents’
attitude toward the second home problem

RESOLVING OF TENSIONS
When asked if better integration would help reduce some possible tensions between locals and
second homeowners, 45.6 percent agreed with this statement. About 38.6 percent of the
respondents had no opinion on the matter and about 10.5 percent disagreed to a certain extent
and only 5.3 percent absolutely disagreed with this statement.

A better integration of second homeowners could influence positively the
resolving of tensions that sometimes arise between them and locals?

0%
I fully agree

20%
I slightly agree

40%

60%
Indifferent

80%
I slightly disagree

100%
I fully disagree

Figure 53: Assumed influence of better integration of second homeowners on the resolving of tensions that
arise sometimes between them and local residents

To verify if the perception of respondents corresponds to answers made in the survey to local
residents in previous questions, we tested the following hypothesis:
H7,0: There is no relation in respondents‟ answer to the following question: „The high
number of second homes in Brione s/Minusio is the cause of an increases in negative
externalities due to the high variability of the population according to the season?‟ and
the way they perceptive of second homeowners‟ level of integration of with the
community.
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H7,1: There is a relation in respondents‟ answer to the following question: „The high
number of second homes in Brione s/Minusio is the cause of an increases in negative
externalities due to the high variability of the population according to the season?‟ and
the way they perceptive of second homeowners‟ level of integration of with the
community.

QL 75 - Increase in Neg. Externalities in High Season
Caused by the High Concentration of SH
Yes, to

QA 29 - Perceived

No

a

absolutel

certain

y

extend

% within QA 29
Yes

Total
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really

not

Total
4

42

42.9%

26.2%

9.5%

11.9%

9.5%

100.0%

2

2

4

5

1

14

14.3%

14.3%

28.6%

35.7%

7.1%

100.0%

20

13

8

10

5

56

35.7%

23.2%

14.3%

17.9%

8.9%

100.0%

Approx. Sig.

Phi

.403

.058

Cramer's V

.403

.058

N of Valid Cases

not

5

Value
Nominal by Nominal

No,

4

Count
% within QA 29

No,

11

Count
% within QA 29

Indifferent

18

Count

Level of Integration
of SHO

Yes,

56

Table 6: Perceived increase in negative externalities in high season in relation to the perceived level of
integration of second homeowners

The level of significance of this test is of 0.058, we can therefore say that there is a certain
connection between respondents perceived level of integration of second homeowners and their
perception regarding some tensions linked to the high concentration of second homes in Brione
s/Minusio. In fact, respondents who perceive second home owner to be better integrated seem
to have a more positive view on that problem compared to the ones that feel that second
homeowners were not integrated.
To sum it up, 57.3 percent of the local respondents who answered our survey believed that
better integration of second homeowners could have a positive impact on their involvement in
the solving of local problems and issues. Furthermore, 64.9 percent local residents seem to think
that better integration could help create a new identity that would better reflect the social
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structure of Brione s/Minusio‟s population and finally, over 73.1 percent of the respondents
consider that better integration of second homeowners could improve the overall social life of
the community of Brione s/Minusio. We can conclude that the majority of local residents have
confidence in the fact that better integration could be positive for Brione s/Minusio and its
population in many different ways.

5.4.1.1. SHO: ASSUMED EFFECTS OF A BETTER INTEGRATION
CONCERN ABOUT LOCAL ISSUES AND PROBLEMS
When asked of second homeowners if better integration would enhance their concern towards
local issues and problems, 77.2 percent of them agreed, out of which up to 63 percent agreed to
some measure and 13.4 percent entirely. A group making up 13.4 percent of the respondents had
no opinion on the matter and finally, about 9.4 believed that better integration would have no
influence at all on their concern about local issues and problems.
Would you enjoy a better integration within the community of Brione s/M could
that influence positively your concern about the local issues and problems?

0%
I fully agree

20%
I slightly agree

40%

60%
Indifferent

80%
I slightly disagree

100%
I fully disagree

Figure 54: Assumed influence of better integration of second homeowners on their concern about the local
issues and problems

INTEREST IN LOCAL CULTURE AND TRADITIONS
When asked if better integration could improve their interest in local traditions and culture, 76.1
percent of the respondents agreed, out of which up to 56.3 percent to some measures and 19.8
percent entirely. Only a minority of 9.5 percent of the respondents believed that better
integration would have not much or no influence at all on their concern towards local issues and
problems and finally 14.3 had no opinion on the subject.
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Would you enjoy a better integration within the community of Brione s/M could
that influence positively your interest in the local culture and traditions?

0%
I fully agree

20%

40%

I slightly agree

60%
Indifferent

80%
I slightly disagree

100%
I fully disagree

Figure 55: Assumed influence of better integration of second homeowners on their interest in the local
culture and traditions

WILLINGNESS TO SUPPORT THE LOCAL POPULATION ECONOMY
Here again, when asked if better integration would enhance their willingness to support the local
population and economy, up to 62.7 percent of the respondents agreed, a rather large group had
no opinion on the matter and only 11.1 percent believed that better integration would have close
to no influence on their willingness to support the local population and economy.
Would you be better integrated in the community of Brione s/M would that
influence positively your willingness to support the local economy?

0%
I fully agree

20%
I slightly agree

40%

60%
Indifferent

80%
I slightly disagree

100%
I fully disagree

Figure 56: Assumed influence of a better integration of second homeowners on their willingness to support
the local economy

WILLINGNESS TO PARTICIPATE IN LOCAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
About 61.1 percent second homeowners who responded to our survey declared that if they were
better integrated in the community they would certainly be more willing to participate in local
development projects. A group making up 11.9 percent disagreed and the rest of the respondents
had no opinion on the matter.
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Would you enjoy a better integration within the community would that increase
your willingness to participate in local development projects?

0%
I fully agree
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40%

I slightly agree

60%
Indifferent

80%
I slightly disagree

100%
I fully disagree

Figure 57: Assumed influence of better integration of second homeowners on their willingness to
participate in local development projects

LENGTH OF STAY
About 39.7 percent of respondents agreed that better integration might encourage them to spend
more time in Brione s/Minusio. About the same percentage had no answer to this question and
making up 21.4 percent of the sample disagreed that being better integrated they would spend
more time in their second home.
Would enjoy a better integration within the community would that be an
incentive to lengthen your yearly stay in Brione s/M?

0%
I fully agree

20%
I slightly agree

40%

60%
Indifferent

80%
I slightly disagree

100%
I fully disagree

Figure 58: Assumed influence of better integration of second homeowners on their length of yearly stay in
Brione

WILLINGNESS TO CHANGE PLACE OF RESIDENCE
Were they better integrated, up to 31.2 percent of the total respondents admitted they might
move their place of residents to the municipality of Brione s/Minusio. The largest group,
however, making up 26.4 percent of respondents had no answer to this question and, making up
42.4 percent of the total respondents, the rest of the sample disagreed that better integration
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would have an influence on their willingness to move their place of residency to Brione
s/Minusio 6.
Would you enjoy a better integration in the community could that increase your
willingness to move your place of residence to the municipality of Brione s/M?

0%
I fully agree

20%
I slightly agree

40%

60%
Indifferent

80%
I slightly disagree

100%
I fully disagree

Figure 59: Assumed influence of better integration of second homeowners on their willingness to move
their place of residence to the municipality of Brione

To sum it up, most second homeowners who responded to our survey admit that better
integration could increase their concern about local issues (77.2%), their interest in the local
traditions and culture (76.1%) as well as increase their willingness to support the local economy
(62.7%) and their willingness to participate to local development projects (61.1%). It would, on
the other hand, encourage only about 40 percent of them to spend more time in Brione
s/Minusio and only around 30 percent believe that better integration might motivate them to
move their place of residence to Brione s/Minusio in the future. In all, however, we can see that
better integration is perceived positively by both local residents and second homeowners.

5.5. SUGGESTIONS TO PROMOTE A BETTER INTEGRATION IN BRIONE S/M
Considering the positive outcomes better integration of second homeowners could generate, it
seemed more than relevant to question in which way better integration could be promoted.
In order to do that we have dedicated a part of the survey sent to the residents of Brione
s/Minusio to this question. The following results were found:

6

On important point must be considered here. Bearing in mind that some of the second homeowners own a

rustico in Brione s/Minusio and not a proper home, it is for some of them not thinkable to move their place of
residence to the municipality. Therefore, in the percentage of those who do not wish to move their residence to
Brione s/Minusio, an unknown proportion might be attributable to residents owning a rustico.
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Which proposals would you find most sought to promote the integration of
second homeowners in the community of Brione s/M?

Associations
Community & Devel. Projects
Events & Manifestations
Divers Activities
Reunions & Meetings
0%

20%
I agree

40%

Indifferent

60%

80%

100%

I disagree

Figure 60: Perception of residents on the most successful proposals to promote the integration of second
homeowners into the community of Brione s/Minusio

As can be seen in the graph, respondents were favourable with all proposals suggested. The most
successful proposal, however, with about 77 percent of positive answers, concerned the
associations promoting the get-together of second homeowners and local residents, followed by
the creation of community and development projects (73.7%), the organizing by local residents
and second homeowners of events, feasts and manifestations (72.7%), then the making of divers
activities open to all such as cultural activities (65.3%) and finally, in last position with 60.2
percent, reunions and meetings to discuss the local problems that concern both local residents
and second homeowners.
Respondents had also the possibility to add proposals of their own. Here is the list of the most
relevant suggestions made by local residents:


Organize folklore events, art exhibition with aperitifs and conferences



Have small markets in the town centre



Propose educational excursions around Brione s/Minusio (on the regional fauna and
flora, the village‟s historical background, etc.)



Making better use of the municipality‟s website by displaying the upcoming events, the
latest news, etc.

Many respondents stated that additional events and manifestations should be held in order to
provide both groups more opportunities to encounter.
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Second homeowners, on the other hand, suggested the following proposition:


Welcoming aperitifs with new residents whether permanent or secondary



Launch a journal reporting the latest news and upcoming events of Brione s/Minusio



Considering the high number of seniors residing in the municipality, activities for this
target group should proposed



Translate all information that could be relevant for the second home community into
German

The few proposals made by second homeowners indicate that these show a certain interest in the
happenings of Brione s/Minusio. As said by one of the respondents, „the more one knows about
the municipality of Brione s/Minusio and its community, the more one wants to know about it‟.
We, in turn, have also developed some proposals and further developed some proposals made by
local residents and second homeowners.
First of all, we believe firmly that all important administrative documents should be translated
into German or at least the ones directed to second homeowners. According to the survey made,
a good number second homeowners do have notions of the Italian language, however, these
notions might not be sufficient to understand official documents and therefore, to encourage the
good cohabitation between native and newcomers, important documents should, imperatively,
be translated into German.
Furthermore, we agree that better use of the website of the municipality could be made in order
to inform the population about reunions, events, news, etc. happening in the municipality
whether by listing the upcoming events or through the sending of a newsletter for instance.
The creation of a journal, such as the one published by Pro Orselina, Brione s/Minusio‟s
neighbouring municipality, would be an excellent way as well to inform the population. In fact,
„Orselina‟ is published once a year and is composed of articles written in Italian and German
about the most recent happenings in the municipality and the region. That way, second
homeowners, even if not always present, can get update about events occurring in Brione
s/Minusio and be tempted to participate in some manifestation from time to time. This, of
course, would also be profitable for local residents.
Another way to promote the integration of second homeowners in Brione s/Minusio would be
through the organization of events for which the wearing of nametags would mandatory. To
facilitate communication between participants, information about the language spoken and, if
agreed, the profession of the participant should be added to the nametags. It might be realistic
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also, to create events for different target groups, for instance, a wine tasting for the older
generation or wine lovers and educational excursions or get-togethers and activities for families
such as picnics where each participant bring her or her own specialty, etc.
The welcoming of new residents by the members of the municipality would certainly be a good
idea to promote integration. As we have seen in previous chapters, a characteristic of some
second homeowners who felt integrated was the way they perceived local residents as being
welcoming. Therefore, by greeting newcomers, these might feel more inclined to get to know the
population of Brione s/Minusio. Furthermore, a small presentation about Brione s/Minusio‟s
historical background and customs might trigger newcomers‟ interest about the Brionitt
community and encourage them to discover more about the village and its habitants.
Another possibility would be to have a „suggestion box‟ where residents could in an anonymous
way propose changes to the municipality or let them know about problems or concerns they
might have.
It might be best if the association Pro Brione would take the initiative to organize some of these
events, manifestations or meetings. Of course, the joining of forces of the municipal council and
Pro Brione would most certainly be the best way to promote better integration of second
homeowners and ultimately better coexistence of these two groups.
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6. CONCLUSION
Brione s/Minusio was, at the end of the nineteenth century, a tiny rural settlement with a rather
homogenous community. Most of its members were of same mother language and had close to
no contact with the world past the canton‟s borders.
At that time, separated from the rest of Switzerland by the Alps, Ticino was rather isolated from
the rest of the Confederation. With the opening of the St. Gotthard Tunnel in 1882, Ticino
acquired a new place on Europe‟ s main north - south transportation route and was, as well,
drawn considerably closer to its Swiss-German neighbours.
Due to its newly acquired position, Ticino saw a gradual influx of Swiss-German citizens. These
newcomers concentrated mostly in the scenic areas around Locarno and Lugano where,
eventually, some municipalities even acquired a German-speaking majority. This inflow, coupled
to some extent with an outflow of native citizens, was perceived as a major threat by the Ticinese
population. As said by McRae (1983, 214), “In its simplest terms, the issue after the 1900 became
one of the „germanization‟ of the heart of the Italian Switzerland, coupled with a lack of
opportunities for native sons.” This threat was further accentuated by the fact that it came from
the most advanced cantons of the Confederation. Lurati (1982, 174) adds that “The economic
dependence of Ticino towards the Swiss-German cantons, which was for a long time a sort of
colonization, still persists today.”
We believe, however, that this sort of „colonization‟ has, toward the second half of the century,
taken another form. The democratization of the private car and public holidays, major economic
growth leading to a considerable increase in the buying power of a large part of the population as
well as exceptional advances in the communication or transportation sectors propel Ticino into
modernity and open, with it, the door to another type of migration.
In fact, the threat of the beginning of the century to be „invaded‟ by its neighbours was further
reinforced in the seventies by a second wave of newcomers. Attracted by the warm climate and
the beautiful lake landscapes, many were those who acquired a residence in Ticino. This lead to a
real explosion of second homes in the cantons‟ most attractive destinations and along with it a
substantial increase of real estate prices.
The high concentration of second homes in Ticino is situated near the lakes where the canton‟s
main economic centres are located. This creates important tensions considering that these homes
are set in direct competition with primary homes in a region where the demand is already high.
According to Gallent et al. (2005, 25) the high demand in second homes “…may not have
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resulted in any great controversy had it been evenly spread geographically, so reducing the
impact on any one local housing market”.
In political debates, second homes were soon blamed for being the cause of the proliferation of
negative factors such as the continuous increase of real estate prices, making it always harder for
younger native generations to acquire a house in their hometown. This situation was perceived to
be the origin of the steady community decline, the loss of traditional values, as well as an
alarming aging of the community and as a result a severe loss of dynamism and a weakened
social cohesion within the concerned municipalities. Second homes were also blamed for the
waste of land, the deterioration of landscapes, the increase of the cost of infrastructure at the
expense of the local community, etc. In spite of this, surprisingly, hardly any real actions
followed these political debates.
For destinations such as Ticino, dependent to a large extent on its tourism economy, dealing
with this unsustainable development was a rather complex process, considering the many actors
involved and the potential profit these constructions would bring about.
The Municipality Council of Brione s/Minusio, in view of the increasing number of second
homes, formed in 1986, a special commission to investigate the issues linked to this
development. Nonetheless, no real concrete measures to limit it have been taken.
According to some authors such as Gallent et al. (2005, 1) second home have too often provided
local authorities with “…an opportunity to present local problems as being externally driven,
caused not by a failure in the immediate economy or by misjudge policy interventions, but by the
greed and carelessness of outside interests.”
It is, thus, very important to understand that some of the changes affecting Brione s/Minusio are
not exclusively attributable to the high proportion of second homes, but are also caused by
general socio-economic changes.
Today, one fact is irrefutable; no ideal solution exists to correct the outcomes of yesterday‟s
short-term profit strategies. As said by Beritelli (2008, 8), the second home development cannot
be turned back and the demand for second homes cannot be restrained.
In addition, Switzerland remaining an attractive place for real estate investments, a relatively
stable country even in time of economic crises and a rather safe destination for vacation, we can
assume that there are very high probabilities that the demand for second homes will remain high
in the future. Thus, severe measures need to be taken such as the ones proposed in this paper:
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In the future, a certain percent of the floor surface of any new built residence or
residential complex in Brione s/Minusio should to be attributed to primary homes.
No compensation tax should be allowed and additionally, all of the newly build and
sold constructions in the centre of Brione s/Minusio should be attributed to
permanent residents exclusively.

Then again, if only Brione s/Minusio was to take actions against the second home concentration,
the problem would most probably simply be displaced to the neighbouring municipalities. Strict
measures must, therefore, be taken at a cantonal and national level if any real improvements of
the second home situation in Switzerland were to be obtained.
Hopefully, the latest territorial planning law imposed by the Confederation to the cantonal
authorities will succeed in putting a break on the continuous development of second homes in
the most affected destinations. However, misapplications at the cantonal level have been seen in
the past. Only the future will tell us if a real application of this new law will become reality.
Anyhow, would the municipality of Brione s/Minusio apply stricter limitations today; their
outcomes would only be seen in years from now. That is why alternative solutions need to be
found to diminish the perceived negative outcomes of the high proportion of second homes.
The integration of second homeowners could be a part of this solution.
In this perspective, 585 surveys have been sent to local residents and second homeowners in July
2010 to better understand to what level second homeowners are integrated into the local
community, to have an insight on what the overall residents of Brione s/Minusio consider to be
the main obstacles to integration and more importantly what better integration could achieve for
the community in general. The results were then analysed based on descriptive statistical
methods and here is a summary of the most important findings.
First of all, it is a fact that half of Brione s/Minusio‟s second homeowners do not feel integrated
in the community (53.6%). There were also not perceived as integrated by the majority of nonresidents (74.4%).
Local residents perceived the three following obstacles as the main barriers of integration:
communication problems were considered as the most important obstacle (71.4%), followed by
second homeowners‟ relatively short duration of stay in Brione s/Minusio (67.8%) and finally,
the cultural differences and different way of thinking of both groups. This reason, however, only
got 46.3% percent of respondents‟ votes.
On the other hand, the most important barrier to integration was, in the opinion of second
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homeowners, the fact that they spent too little time in Brione s/Minusio (68%). Language
problems were second in the ranking (54.5%) and finally, in third position, the low opportunity
to meet people. Only 32 percent, however, believed this reason to be significant.
In all, we discovered that second homeowners had significantly higher chances to feel better
integrated in the community of Brione s/Minusio when spending over seven weeks a year in
their second home and by knowing at least 12 local residents. Also, the ones who showed more
interest towards the local culture and traditions, the ones who perceived the local habitants to be
welcoming as well as the singles and divorced second homeowners, if fulfilling certain criteria,
had slightly high chances to feel better integrated.
Of course, the first requisite for better integration of second homeowners is to a large extent
linked to both parties common will to work towards better integration. There is, in fact, little
doubt that both groups would very much appreciate better integration of second homeowners in
the community considering that, up to 83.4 percent of local residents and 94.3 percent of second
homeowners responded positively to this question in our survey.
We then discussed what the outcomes of better integration could be, first, from the point of
view of local residents followed by the point of view of second homeowners.
Altogether, 57.3 percent of the local respondents who answered our survey believed that better
integration could have a positive impact on second homeowners‟ involvement in the solving of
local problems and issues. Furthermore, 64.9 percent local residents seem to think that better
integration could help create a new identity that would reflect better the social structure of
Brione s/Minusio‟s population and finally, over 73.1 percent of the respondents consider that
better integration of second homeowners could improve the overall social life of the community.
By doing a statistical test, comparing the local residents perceived integration level of second
homeowners and their perception on the seasonal increase of negative factors, we found out that
the respondents who felt that second homeowners were integrated in the community perceived
these negative factors as less irritating.
On the other hand, most second homeowners who responded to our survey admits that better
integration could increase their concern about local issues (77.2%) as well as their interest in the
local traditions and culture (76.1%) and also increase their willingness to support the local
economy (62.7%) and finally, their willingness to participate in local development projects
(61.1%).
We can conclude that better integration is perceived positively by both local residents and
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second homeowners given that the majority of respondents seem to have confidence in the fact
that better integration could be positive for Brione s/Minusio and its population in many
different ways.
As to the most sought proposal of integration, the associations promoting the get-together of
second homeowners and local residents was the best rated proposal (77%), followed by the
suggestion of creating community and development projects (73.7%), the organizing by local
residents and second homeowners of events, feasts and manifestations was third in the rating
(72.7%), and finally, the proposing of divers activities open to all such as cultural activities was
also appreciated by the majority of respondents (65.3%).
Respondents also had the possibility to add their own proposals. Here is the list of the most
relevant suggestions made by them:
−

Making better use of the municipality‟s website, display upcoming events & latest news

−

Welcoming aperitifs for new residents whether permanent or secondary

−

Launch a journal reporting the latest news and upcoming events of Brione s/Minusio

−

More senior activities considering the high number residing in the municipality

−

Organize markets in the town centre, folklore events, art exhibition or conferences

−

Propose educational excursions around Brione s/Minusio

−

Translate important information into German for the German-speaking community

As stated by one of the respondents, „the more one knows about the municipality of Brione
s/Minusio and its community, the more one wants to know about it and get involved in it‟. Four
out of the seven proposals go in that direction by trying to promote better communication
between these groups.
To conclude, integration of second homeowners will succeed only if both groups as well as the
local authorities show a real determination to work toward one, and that despite all the
difficulties they will face.

6.1.

PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS

To conclude, we have seen that, indeed, many problems in Brione s/Minusio are linked to the
high concentration of second homes. However, we must not forget that the origin of this
construction boom was caused by the failure of the local, cantonal and federal authorities to limit
this development in the seventies and eighties. Blaming second homes and their owners is,
therefore, a simple way of explaining away many problems that have, in fact, much more
complex origins.
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In order to reduce the tensions between native residents and newcomers, it is important to
recognize that the problems affecting Brione s/Minusio originate, thus, from the addition of
private interests which ultimately caused today‟s negative collective sentiment. Ultimately, the
second home problem can only be solved if we challenge our modern societies and their way of
functioning. Until, then we need to combat this unsustainable development with stricter
measures in order to limit the problem on the long run and on the other hand, help improve the
current situation with integration strategies. That way, a new society that enjoys better integration
of all of its members could be created and most of all, an improvement of the residents‟
perception of the second home problem might be seen.
Of course, this means that the native community will have to accept the changes that are
continuously transforming its municipality. However, given that 65.2 percent agreed that better
integration could positively influence the creation of a new identity that better reflects Brione
s/Minusio‟s social structure; we can say that it seems ready for it!

6.2. FRAMEWORK FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
While doing this research on the second home problem in Brione s/Minusio, one aspect
particularly caught our attention: the relatively unbalanced structure of the population. In fact,
since the year 2000, a steady decline of the 25 to 39 year old age group has started progressively.
On the other hand, the over 60 years‟ old group started to increase each year:

Figure 61: Evolution in percentage of the population of Brione s/Minusio from 1995 to 2005 according to
the group age (Brione s/Minusio 2005)

This is without taking into consideration second homeowners who represented about 60.7
percent of the total households of Brione s/Minusio in 2000. When looking at the age structure
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of the respondents of our survey, we can see that a relatively unbalanced structure could be
noted there as well.
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Local Residents
Second Homeowners

Figure 62: Age groups of respondents

If a part of these second homeowners decide in the future, for retirement purposes, to move
their place of residence to Brione s/Minusio a further aging of the overall population will be
seen.
If we consider that 11.2 percent of the second homeowners who responded to our survey
affirmed to be very interested in changing their place of residence to Brione s/Minusio while 20
percent were interested to some extent to do so, we can say that out of the 372 second home
households of the municipality in 2000, about 41 households will transfer in the next year their
domicile to Brione s/Minusio while 74 households might do so. Of course, this is without taking
into consideration the 26.4 percent who had, so far, no opinion on the matter.
Consequently, in all, there could be about 115 more households in Brione s/Minusio in the
future. When we take into account that the total households in Brione s/Minusio represented
only about 240 households in the year 2000, this number is quite substantial.
This third wave of migration could, thus, be the cause of important changes for the municipality
of Brione s/Minusio. First of all, it could mean that in the long run the number of permanent
residents who originate from outside of Ticino could outnumber the number of native residents.
This would mean that political decisions would not exclusively lay in a majority of locals‟ hand
anymore which could lead to increased tensions. Furthermore, the increase in number of
pensioners could impact the municipality‟s overall dynamism. On the other hand, the
municipality might experience an increase in health related costs which will need to be covered
with the relatively low contributions of those new permanent residents.
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It seems more then relevant, thus, to conduct a serious study to measure exactly what
consequences this potential third migration could mean for Brione s/Minusio. Comprehensive
research could also give the municipality some advice on how to regulate its income tax policy in
the future, if it should lower taxes to become more attractive for new younger generations in
order to revitalise its community, or increase them to cover the possible increases of costs linked
to the increasing number of elderly people in Brione s/Minusio.
That way, the municipality could take the necessary measures in order not to repeat the errors
done in the past: instead of finding solutions once the problem is there, it could take measures
before these actually come up.

6.3. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS
In all, we believe that three commissions should be created to respond to the second home
pressure in Brione s/Minusio. One, responsible for applying stricter limitations to second home
growth in the municipality, another to promote the integration of second homeowners within
the community and finally, one to investigate the consequences of the aging of the Brionitt
population and the potential migration for retirement purposes that could be seen in the future
in the sunny canton Ticino.
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APPENDIX A - DATA ANALYSIS
LETTER ACCOMPANYING THE SURVEY (ENGLISH VERSION)

Lugano, the 14th of July 2010

Dear Sir or Madame,
I am a student from the University of Lugano, Switzerland. I recently finished my master in
International Tourism and I am now writing my master thesis for the municipality of Brione
s/Minusio on the topic of second homes.
Having grown up in Grimentz (1650m), a small touristic village with in the Valais Alps, I was
soon confronted with the second home problem. First, from the point of view of the local
residents and later on, when my parents took over an apartment rental agency, also from the
point of view of the second homes owners. This research is, for me, an outstanding opportunity
to deepen my understanding of this subject.
As you might be already aware of, Brione s/Minusio, with its 60% second homes, faces, like
many other destinations in Switzerland, considerable challenges. So far, no ideal solutions to
resolve the negative factors of these constructions could have been found in order to please the
large variety of actors involved. For these reasons, alternative solutions need to be thought of
that reinforce the positive opinions of second homes in order to make the best out of the
present situation.
This survey has the objective; first of all, of finding out how, and to what extent, second homes
owners are integrated into the community of Brione s/Minusio, what the most important
barriers to integration are and how high, the willingness of both parties is, to become an
integrated community. Moreover, the results will as well serve the municipality of Brione
s/Minusio to find new ways to approach the second home problem.
By answering this questionnaire, you will greatly help me collect useful information for my
research and for the municipality of Brione s/Minusio.
To thank you for your precious participation, I would like to give you the chance to win a stay in
a vacation home for four people in my home village in Valais (in spring, summer or fall). To
participate in the competition you have to send me the voucher with your address whether
together with the questionnaire or in a separate envelope. Be assured that your personal
information will remain strictly confidential!
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Please, send your questionnaire using the included envelope or by fax to the following number
+41 (0)27 475 30 31 before the 20th of August 2010. You can also respond to the questionnaire
on the Internet in four different languages at the following link:
http://ww2.unipark.de/uc/english1/
Yours sincerely,
Florie Salamin
-----------------------------------Respond to the questionnaire and win------------------------------------

One week for four persons in Grimentz in Valais!!

Name:_________________________________________Surname: _________________________________________________
Street:_________________________________________Postcode/City: __________________________________________
Tel: ____________________________________________Email:_____________________________________________________

LETTER - MUNICIPALITY OF BRIONE S/M (ENGLISH VERSION)

Dear Sir or Madame,
In the 80s, a special Commission of the municipal council, responsible of the study of the second homes
problem, was established. Subsequently, no measures were adopted by the Municipality except for the
modification of the Master Plan of 2004, in which was established, in the Art 30 - cpv. of the NAPR
(Actualization Standards of the Master Plan), that for constructions with three apartments or more or for
complexes with two detached houses or more, at least 50 % of the surface needs to be attributed to
primary residences. This limitation, however, has only rarely been applied to our territory because in the
years that followed, the most built houses were of individual types.
Aware of the current situation, the municipality of Brione s/Minusio has decided to collaborate with the
University of Lugano (USI) to approach this problem again.
The documents, attached, are part of the Master Thesis of Madam Salamin. We hope that your precious
collaboration can contribute to expose, at best, the reality of our Municipality, in interest of the whole
population.

The Municipality of Brione s/Minusio
II
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SURVEY - LOCAL RESIDENTS (ENGLISH VERSION )
Survey on the topic of the second homes problem of the municipality
of Brione s/Minusio
In Switzerland, the number of second homes is increasing, steadily changing the social structure of the destinations
these structures are built in, often leading to weakened social cohesion, a loss of identity of the local population and
an increased fragmentation between the inhabitants of the same territory. This survey was made with the purpose of
understanding the interaction between local residents and second homeowners in the municipality of Brione s/M to
understand to which extent the latter are integrated into the community of Brione, as well as the interest of both
parties to work towards better integration in the future. With the completion of this survey you will greatly
contribute to my research, and for that, I would like to thank you sincerely.

Question 1: Gender / Year of birth
Female
Male

My year of birth is the________________________

Question 2: What is your status?
(Only one answer possible)
Single

Married

Divorced

Widowed

Question 3: Do you have children?
Yes, I have children
No, I do not have children

How many? ________________________

Question 4: In which language/s can you communicate?
(Multiple answers possible)
English

German

French

Italian

Others

Question 5: Are you owner of a first home in the municipality of Brione s/M?
Yes, I am an owner of a first home in Brione s/M since ___________________________________________
No, I am a renter of a primary home in the municipality in Brione s/M
No, I am neither a renter nor an owner of a first home in Brione s/M (this questioner finishes here!)

Question 6: What type of home is it?
(Only one answer possible)
House
Apartment

Question 7: Are you familiar with the second home problem of Brione s/M?
(Only one answer possible)
Yes, I am familiar with this problem

No, I am not familiar with this problem

Question 8: Do you feel concerned by the second home problem of Brione s/M?
(Only one answer possible)
I fully agree

I slightly agree

I slightly disagree
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Question 9: Do you know any second homeowners of the municipality of Brione s/M?
Yes, I know second homeowners in Brione s/M.
No, I don’t know any second homeowner in Brione s/M

Approximately how many do you know? _____________

Question 10: Do you feel second homeowners are integrated into the community of
Brione s/M?
(Only one answer possible)
I fully agree

I slightly agree

I slightly disagree

I fully disagree

Question 11: Would you like second homeowners to be better integrated into the
community of Brione s/M?
(Only one answer possible)
I fully agree

I slightly agree

I slightly disagree

I fully disagree

Question 12: Which of the following schemas characterize best the relationship
between…
(Only one answer possible)

…you and local residents?

…you and second homeowners?

Local residents
Second homeowners

Question 13: Which attribute characterizes best the relationship of second
homeowners with the community of Brione?
(Only one answer per line)
Belonging
Inclusion
Participation
Recognition

3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1

-1
-1
-1
-1

-2
-2
-2
-2

-3
-3
-3
-3

Isolation
Exclusion
Passivity
Rejection

Question 14: Which are, for you, the most important barriers to integration of
second homeowners?
(Only one answer possible per line)

IV
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Indifferent

I slightly
disagree

I fully
disagree

Communication issues, we do not speak
the same language
Second homeowners spend too little time
in Brione s/M
I am not interested in having social
contacts with second homeowners
I have not had the opportunity to meet
second homeowners
I feel we have a too different ways of
thinking, a too different culture
I feel rejected by second homeowners
Other proposals:__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Question 15: Which characteristics do you think fits your personality best?
(Only one answer possible per line)
Sociable
Open
Welcoming
Informal
Convivial

3
3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1

-1
-1
-1
-1
-1

-2
-2
-2
-2
-2

-3
-3
-3
-3
-3

Reserved
Conservative
Indifferent
Formal
Detached

Remarks:____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Question 16: Which characteristics do you think best fits other local residents of the
municipality of Brione s/M?
(Only one answer possible per line)
Sociable
Open
Welcoming
Informal
Convivial

3
3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1

-1
-1
-1
-1
-1

-2
-2
-2
-2
-2

-3
-3
-3
-3
-3

Reserved
Conservative
Indifferent
Formal
Detached

Remarks:____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Question 17: Which characteristics do you think best fits second homeowners of the
municipality of Brione s/M?
(Only one answer possible per line)
Sociable
Open
Welcoming
Informal
Convivial

3
3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1

-1
-1
-1
-1
-1

-2
-2
-2
-2
-2

-3
-3
-3
-3
-3

Reserved
Conservative
Indifferent
Formal
Detached

Remarks:____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Question 18: Do you believe that a better integration could influence positively…
(Only one answer possible per line)
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Indifferent

I slightly
disagree

I fully
disagree

…the overall social life within
Brione s/M
…your attitude toward the second
home problem
…the resolving of tensions between
locals and second homeowners
…the implication of second
homeowners in the resolution of
local problems/issues
…the creation of a new identity that
better reflects Brione’s social
structure
Other proposals:____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Question 19: A high number of second homes in Brione s/M is, in your opinion, the
cause of…
(Only one answer possible per line)
I fully agree

I slightly
agree

Indifferent

I slightly
disagree

I fully
disagree

…the loss of the traditional values and the
cultural identity of the community of
Brione s/M
…an increase of social tensions caused by
the conflict of interest between locals and
second homeowners
…a diminished social life within the
municipality
...an increase in negative externalities due
to the high variability of the population
according to the season (e.g. traffic
congestions)
…the continuous increase of the cost of
real estate and the cost of rental fees
…the increase of the cost of infrastructure
at the expense of the local community
…the deterioration of the esthetical
landscape of the municipality

Other proposals:____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Question 20: Which proposals of integration would you find most adequate for
Brione s/M?
(Only one answer possible per line)
I slightly
agree

I fully agree
Associations promoting the gettogether of second homeowners and
local residents
Community and development projects
involving second homeowners and
local residents
Events, feasts and manifestations

VI
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I slightly
disagree

I fully
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organized in common
Divers activities open to all (e.g.
cultural activities)
Reunions to discuss local problems that
concern second homeowners also
Other proposals:____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Please return the questionnaire using the included stamped envelope or by fax at the following number: +41 (0)27
475 30 31 until the 20th of August 2010.
Thank you very much for your precious collaboration to my research project!
Best regards,
Florie Salamin

SURVEY – SECOND HOMEOWNERS (ENGLISH VERSION)
Survey on the topic of the second homes problem for the municipality
of Brione s/Minusio
In Switzerland, the number of second homes is increasing steadily changing the social structure of the destination
these constructions are built in, often leading to a weakened social cohesion, a loss of identity of the local population
and an increased fragmentation between the inhabitants of a same territory. This survey was made with the purpose
to understand the interaction between local residents and second homeowners of the municipality of Brione s/M, to
understand to which extent the latter are integrated into the community of Brione s/M, as well as the interest of both
parties to work towards better integration in the future. With the completion of this survey you will greatly
contribute to my research, and for that, I would like to thank you sincerely.

Question 1: What is your gender and when is your year of birth?
Female
Male

My year of birth is the______________________________

Question 2: What is your status?
(Only one answer possible)
Single

Married

Divorced

Widowed

Question 3: Do you have children?
Yes, I have children
No, I do not have children

How many? ________________________

VII
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Question 4: In which language/s can you communicate?
(Multiple answers possible)
Italian

German

French

English

Others

Question 5: Are you owner of a second home in the municipality of Brione s/M?
Yes, I am an owner of a second home in Brione s/M since _________________________________________________________________
No, I am a renter of a second home in the municipality in Brione s/M
No, I am neither a renter nor an owner of a second home in Brione s/M (the questioner ends here!)

Question 6: What type of home is it?
(Only one answer possible)
House
Apartment

Question 7: Why did you choose Brione s/M as a destination?
(Multiple answers possible)
I have family/friends there
I have inherited the house/apartment
I like the climate / the region / the landscape
Brione s/M is located in a convenient distance to my primary home
I find the inhabitants of Brione s/M very welcoming
I like the local traditions and culture of Brione s/M
Others ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Question 8: Approximately how many d ays a year do your family and yourself spend
in your second home?
(Only one answer possible)
<9

10-19

20-29

30-39

40-49

50-59

60-69

>70

Question 9: Approximately how many days a year do you lend your second home to
other people? (e.g. f riends, family members, third parties etc.)
(Only one answer possible)
<9

10-19

20-29

30-39

40-49

50-59

60-69

>70

Question 10: Do you know local residents of the municipality of Brione s/M?
Yes, I know local residents of Brione s/M.
No, I don’t know local residents of Brione s/M

Approximately how many do you know? __________________

Question 11: Do you know other second homeowners in the municipality of Brione
s/Minusio?
Yes, I know second homes owners in Brione s/M.
Approximately how many do you know? _________________
No, I don’t know any second homes owner in Brione s/M

Question 12: Are you familiar with the second home problem of Brione s/M?
(Only one answer possible)
Yes, I am familiar with this problem

No, I am not familiar with this problem
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Question 13: Do you feel concerned by the municipality of Brione s/M and its
community?
(Only one answer possible)
I fully agree

I slightly agree

I slightly disagree

I fully disagree

Question 14: Do you feel integrated in the community of Brione s/M?
(Only one answer possible)
I fully agree

I slightly agree

I slightly disagree

I fully disagree

Question 15: Which of the following schemas best characterize the relationship
between…
(Only one answer possible)

…you and local residents?

…you and second homeowners?

Local residents
Second homeowners

Question 16: Which attribute characteri zes best your relationship to the community
of Brione s/M?
(Only one answer possible per line)
Belonging
Inclusion
Participation
Recognition

3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1

-1
-1
-1
-1

-2
-2
-2
-2

-3
-3
-3
-3

Isolation
Exclusion
Passivity
Rejection

Question 17: For you , what are the most important barriers to integration of second
homeowners into the community of Brione s/M ?
(Only one answer possible per line)
I fully agree
Communication issues, we do not speak
the same language
I spend too little time in my second home
in Brione s/M
I am not interested in having social
contacts with the local population
I have not had opportunities to meet local
residents

IX

I slightly
agree

Indifferent

I slightly
disagree

I fully
disagree
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I feel we have a too different ways of
thinking, very different cultures
I feel rejected by the community of Brione
s/M
Others Proposals:__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Question 18: Which characteristics do you believe best fits your personality?
(Only one answer possible per line)
Sociable
Open
Welcoming
Informal
Convivial

3
3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1

-1
-1
-1
-1
-1

-2
-2
-2
-2
-2

-3
-3
-3
-3
-3

Reserved
Conservative
Indifferent
Formal
Detached

Remarks:____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Question 19: Which characteristics do you believe best fits other second
homeowners?
(Only one answer possible per line)
Sociable
Open
Welcoming
Informal
Convivial

3
3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1

-1
-1
-1
-1
-1

-2
-2
-2
-2
-2

-3
-3
-3
-3
-3

Reserved
Conservative
Indifferent
Formal
Detached

Remarks:____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Question 20: Which characteristics do you believe best fits local residents?
(Only one answer possible per line)
Sociable
Open
Welcoming
Informal
Convivial

3
3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1

-1
-1
-1
-1
-1

-2
-2
-2
-2
-2

-3
-3
-3
-3
-3

Reserved
Conservative
Indifferent
Formal
Detached

Remarks:____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Question 21: Would you like to be better integrated into the community of Brion e
s/M?
(Only one answer possible)
I fully agree

I slightly agree

I slightly disagree

Question 22: Do you believe that a better integration would enhance…
(Only one answer per line)

X

I fully disagree
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Indifferent

I slightly
disagree

I fully
disagree

…the length of your yearly stay in Brione
s/M
…your willingness to take action to support
the local population/economy
…your concern about local issues and
problems
…your interest in the local traditions and
culture
…your willingness to participate in
development projects
…your willingness to move your place of
residence to the municipality of Brione s/M
Others Proposals:
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Question 23: Which proposals of integration would you find most adequate?
(Only one answer possible per line)
I fully agree

I slightly
agree

Indifferent

I slightly
disagree

I fully
disagree

Associations promoting the get-together of
second homeowners and local residents
Community and development projects
involving second homeowners and local
residents
Events, feasts and manifestations organized
in common
Divers activities open to all (e.g. cultural
activities)
Reunions to discuss local issues and
problems
Others Proposals:
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Please return the questionnaire using the included stamped envelope or by fax at the following number: +41 (0)27
475 30 31 until the 20th of August 2010.
Thank you very much for your precious collaboration to my research project!
Best regards,
Florie Salamin
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APPENDIX B - DATA ANALYSIS
THEORETICAL PART
PERCENTAGE OF LR: CONCERNED BY THE SH PROBLEM
Concern By SH Problem
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Valid Percent

Percent

Yes, Absolutely

17

27.0

27.4

27.4

Yes, most of the times

18

28.6

29.0

56.5

No, rarely

19

30.2

30.6

87.1

8

12.7

12.9

100.0

62

98.4

100.0

1

1.6

63

100.0

No, absolutely not
Total
Missing

Percent

-99

Total

PERCEPTION OF LR: HIGH PROPORTION OF SH LEADS TO THE LOSS OF TRADITIONS &
CULTURAL IDENTITY
Loss of Tradition Values & Cultural Identity
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Valid Percent

Percent

Yes, absolutely

40

32.3

36.0

36.0

Yes, to a certain extend

38

30.6

34.2

70.3

Indifferent

13

10.5

11.7

82.0

6

4.8

5.4

87.4

14

11.3

12.6

100.0

111

89.5

100.0

13

10.5

124

100.0

No, not really
No, absolutely not
Total
Missing

Percent

-99

Total

REASONS STATED BY SHO FOR CHOOSING BRIONE S/M AS A SH DESTINATION
Family / friends in Brione
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

No

103

80.5

80.5

80.5

yes

25

19.5

19.5

100.0

128

100.0

100.0

Total
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Second home as part of inheritance
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

No

85

66.4

66.4

66.4

yes

43

33.6

33.6

100.0

128

100.0

100.0

Total

Agreeable landscape / climate
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

No

23

18.0

18.0

18.0

yes

105

82.0

82.0

100.0

Total

128

100.0

100.0

Convenient distance from primary home
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

No

73

57.0

57.0

57.0

yes

55

43.0

43.0

100.0

128

100.0

100.0

Total

Welcoming inhabitants of Brione
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

No

101

78.9

78.9

78.9

yes

27

21.1

21.1

100.0

128

100.0

100.0

Total

Appreciation of local culture / tradition
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

No

97

75.8

75.8

75.8

yes

31

24.2

24.2

100.0

128

100.0

100.0

Total

PERCEPTION OF LR: HIGH PROPORTION OF SH CAUSES TO INCREASE IN HOUSING PRICES
Increase in Housing Price
Frequency
Valid

Total

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

Yes, absolutely

80

64.5

68.4

68.4

Yes, to a certain extend

21

16.9

17.9

86.3

Indifferent

8

6.5

6.8

93.2

No, not really

8

6.5

6.8

100.0

117

94.4

100.0

7

5.6

124

100.0

Total
Missing

Percent

-99
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PERCEPTION OF LR: HIGH PROPORTION OF SH CAUSES INCREASE OF SOCIAL TENSIONS
Increase of Social Tensions
Frequency
Valid

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

Yes, absolutely

16

12.9

14.4

14.4

Yes, to a certain extend

41

33.1

36.9

51.4

Indifferent

18

14.5

16.2

67.6

No, not really

24

19.4

21.6

89.2

No, absolutely not

12

9.7

10.8

100.0

111

89.5

100.0

13

10.5

124

100.0

Total
Missing

Percent

-99

Total

PERCEPTION OF LR: HIGH PROPORTION OF SH CAUSES INCREASE OF THE COST OF
INFRASTRUCTURE
Cost of Infrastructure
Frequency
Valid

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

Yes, absolutely

56

45.2

49.6

49.6

Yes, to a certain extend

37

29.8

32.7

82.3

7

5.6

6.2

88.5

13

10.5

11.5

100.0

113

91.1

100.0

11

8.9

124

100.0

Indifferent
No, not really
Total
Missing

Percent

-99

Total

PERCEPTION OF LR: BETTER INTEGRATION LEADS TO THE CREATION OF A NEW IDENTITY
New Identity
Frequency
Valid

Cumulative Percent

20

16.1

17.4

17.4

Yes, to a certain extend

55

44.4

47.8

65.2

Indifferent

24

19.4

20.9

86.1

No, not really

10

8.1

8.7

94.8

6

4.8

5.2

100.0

115

92.7

100.0

9

7.3

124

100.0

Total

Total

Valid Percent

Yes, absolutely

No, absolutely not

Missing

Percent

-99
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PERCEPTION OF LR: HIGH PROPORTION OF SH CAUSES DETERIORATION OF LANDSCAPE
Deterioration Landscape
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Valid Percent

Percent

Yes, absolutely

36

29.0

29.8

29.8

Yes, to a certain extend

35

28.2

28.9

58.7

Indifferent

18

14.5

14.9

73.6

No, not really

18

14.5

14.9

88.4

No, absolutely not

14

11.3

11.6

100.0

121

97.6

100.0

3

2.4

124

100.0

Total
Missing

Percent

-99

Total

PERCEPTION OF LR: HIGH PROPORTION OF SH CAUSES INCREASE OF NEG . EXTERNALITIES
Neg. Externalities / Seasonality Problem
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Valid Percent

Percent

Yes, absolutely

40

32.3

35.4

35.4

Yes, to a certain extend

26

21.0

23.0

58.4

Indifferent

18

14.5

15.9

74.3

No, not really

19

15.3

16.8

91.2

No, absolutely not

10

8.1

8.8

100.0

113

91.1

100.0

11

8.9

124

100.0

Total
Missing

Percent

-99

Total

PERCEPTION OF LR: HIGH PROPORTION OF SH CAUSES DIMINISHED SOCIAL LIFE
Diminished Social Life
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Total

Valid Percent

Percent

Yes, absolutely

28

22.6

25.2

25.2

Yes, to a certain extend

24

19.4

21.6

46.8

Indifferent

21

16.9

18.9

65.8

No, not really

20

16.1

18.0

83.8

No, absolutely not

18

14.5

16.2

100.0

111

89.5

100.0

13

10.5

124

100.0

Total
Missing

Percent

-99
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EMPIRICAL PART
GENDERS OF RESPONDENTS

Gender – Local Residents
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

male

43

69.4

69.4

69.4

female

19

30.6

30.6

100.0

Total

62

100.0

100.0

Gender – Second Homeowners
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

Male

69

53.9

53.9

53.9

Female

59

46.1

46.1

100.0

128

100.0

100.0

Total

AGE OF THE RESPONDENTS
Year of Birth – Local Residents
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Total

Valid Percent

Percent

35

1

1.6

1.6

1.6

45

9

14.5

14.8

16.4

55

14

22.6

23.0

39.3

65

13

21.0

21.3

60.7

75

20

32.3

32.8

93.4

85

3

4.8

4.9

98.4

95

1

1.6

1.6

100.0

61

98.4

100.0

1

1.6

62

100.0

Total
Missing

Percent

System
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Year of Birth – Second Homeowners
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Valid Percent

Percent

35

1

.8

.8

.8

45

3

2.3

2.4

3.2

55

21

16.4

16.8

20.0

65

51

39.8

40.8

60.8

75

37

28.9

29.6

90.4

85

11

8.6

8.8

99.2

95

1

.8

.8

100.0

125

97.7

100.0

3

2.3

128

100.0

Total
Missing

Percent

System

Total

STATUS OF RESPONDENTS
Status – Local residents
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

Married

41

66.1

66.1

66.1

Single

12

19.4

19.4

85.5

Divorced

6

9.7

9.7

95.2

Widowed

3

4.8

4.8

100.0

62

100.0

100.0

Total

Status – Second Homeowners
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Total

Valid Percent

Percent

Married

98

76.6

77.8

77.8

Single

6

4.7

4.8

82.5

Divorced

14

10.9

11.1

93.7

Widowed

8

6.3

6.3

100.0

126

98.4

100.0

2

1.6

128

100.0

Total
Missing

Percent

-99
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YEAR OF ACQUISITION OF RESIDENCES
Year of Acquisition – Local Residents
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Missing

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

1960

2

3.2

4.3

4.3

1980

4

6.5

8.5

12.8

1990

11

17.7

23.4

36.2

2000

12

19.4

25.5

61.7

2010

18

29.0

38.3

100.0

Total

47

75.8

100.0

System

15

24.2

62

100.0

Total

Year of Acquisition – Second Homeowners
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Missing

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

1910

1

.8

.9

.9

1930

1

.8

.9

1.8

1940

1

.8

.9

2.7

1960

2

1.6

1.8

4.5

1970

10

7.8

8.9

13.4

1980

10

7.8

8.9

22.3

1990

15

11.7

13.4

35.7

2000

37

28.9

33.0

68.8

2010

35

27.3

31.3

100.0

Total

112

87.5

100.0

16

12.5

128

100.0

System

Total

APARTMENTS / HOUSES OWNED BY RESIDENTS
Apartment / House owned by LR
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Missing
Total

Appartment

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

9

14.5

14.8

14.8

House

52

83.9

85.2

100.0

Total

61

98.4

100.0

1

1.6

62

100.0

-99
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Apartment / House owned by SHO
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Missing

Apartment

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

22

17.2

17.5

17.5

House

104

81.3

82.5

100.0

Total

126

98.4

100.0

-99

Total

2

1.6

128

100.0

OCCUPANCY RATE OF SECOND HOMES
SHO self-use
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Valid Percent

Percent

0-9

5

3.9

4.0

4.0

10-19

5

3.9

4.0

8.0

20-29

14

10.9

11.2

19.2

30-39

20

15.6

16.0

35.2

40-49

15

11.7

12.0

47.2

50-59

13

10.2

10.4

57.6

60-69

12

9.4

9.6

67.2

70-365

41

32.0

32.8

100.0

125

97.7

100.0

3

2.3

128

100.0

Total
Missing

Percent

-99

Total

Lend out to third parties
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Total

Valid Percent

Percent

0-9

67

52.3

59.3

59.3

10-19

15

11.7

13.3

72.6

20-29

11

8.6

9.7

82.3

30-39

5

3.9

4.4

86.7

40-49

7

5.5

6.2

92.9

50-59

1

.8

.9

93.8

60-69

3

2.3

2.7

96.5

70-365

4

3.1

3.5

100.0

113

88.3

100.0

15

11.7

128

100.0

Total
Missing

Percent

System
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PAIRED SAMPLE T-TEST - SELF-IMAGE, IMAGE OF SHO AND LR
Crosstabulation
QA - 29 Perceived Level
of SHO’s Integration
QA_00_File
SHO

No

Total

Yes

QA - 31

3

0

6

6

Perception of LR

2

6

12

18

1

21

28

49

-1

2

1

3

-2

12

7

19

-3

20

0

20

61

54

115

Total

Paired Samples t-Test : Local Residents
Paired Differences
95% Confidence

Std.
Mean Deviation
Pair 1

QA_49_LR_SociaReserv -

Std.

Interval of the

Error

Difference

Mean

Lower

Upper

Sig.
t

df

(2-tailed)

-.593

1.421

.193

-.980

-.205

-3.064

53

.003

-.426

1.573

.214

-.855

.004

-1.989

53

.052

-.296

1.537

.209

-.716

.123

-1.416

53

.163

-.154

1.319

.183

-.521

.213

-.841

51

.404

-.509

1.476

.203

-.916

-.103

-2.513

52

.015

QA_54_SHO_SociaReserv
Pair 2

QA_50_LR_OpenConserv QA_55_SHO_OpenConserv

Pair 3

QA_51_LR_WelcomIndiffer
QA_56_SHO_WelcomIndiffr

Pair 4

QA_52_LR_InforForm QA_57_SHO_InforForm

Pair 5

QA_53_LR_ConvivDetach QA_58_SHO_ConvivDetach
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Paired Samples t-Test : Second Homeowners
Paired Differences
95% Confidence

Mean
Pair 1

QA_49_LR_SociaReserv -

Std.

Interval of the

Std.

Error

Difference

Deviation

Mean

.176

1.557

Lower

.154

Sig.

Upper

-.129

t

.482

QA_54_SHO_SociaReserv
Pair 2

QA_50_LR_OpenConserv -

df

1.14

(2-tailed)

101

.255

99

.548

5
-.090

1.491

.149

-.386

.206 -.603

.010

1.324

.131

-.250

.270

.075

101

.941

.049

1.445

.143

-.235

.333

.343

101

.733

.327

1.429

.142

.045

.609

2.29

100

.024

QA_55_SHO_OpenConserv
Pair 3

QA_51_LR_WelcomIndiffer QA_56_SHO_WelcomIndiffer

Pair 4

QA_52_LR_InforForm QA_57_SHO_InforForm

Pair 5

QA_53_LR_ConvivDetach QA_58_SHO_ConvivDetach

8

PERCEIVED LEVEL OF INTEGRATION OF LR AND SHO
Perceived level of integration of SHO by LR
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Valid Percent

Percent

Yes, to a certain extend

16

25.8

26.7

26.7

No, not much

37

59.7

61.7

88.3

7

11.3

11.7

100.0

60

96.8

100.0

2

3.2

62

100.0

No, absolutely not
Total
Missing

Percent

-99

Total

Perceived level of integration of SHO by SHO
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Total

Valid Percent

Percent

Yes, absolutely

12

9.4

9.6

9.6

Yes, to a certain extend

46

35.9

36.8

46.4

No, not much

52

40.6

41.6

88.0

No, absolutely not

15

11.7

12.0

100.0

125

97.7

100.0

3

2.3

128

100.0

Total
Missing

Percent

-99
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CROSS TABULATION : PERCEIVED LEVEL OF INTEGRATION OF LR AND SHO
Case Processing Summary
Cases
Valid
N
QA_29_SHOIntegratedNew

Missing

Percent
185

N

Total

Percent

97.4%

5

N

2.6%

Percent
190

100.0%

* QA_00_File

QA 29 * QA 00 - Cross tabulation
QA_00_File
LR
No

QA_29
Perceived Level of

Yes

Total

67

111

73.3%

53.6%

60.0%

16

58

74

26.7%

46.4%

40.0%

60

125

185

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Count
% within QA_00_File
Count
% within QA_00_File

Total

44

Count
% within QA_00_File

Integration of SHO

SHO

Symmetric Measures
Value
Nominal by Nominal

Approx. Sig.

Phi

.189

.010

Cramer's V

.189

.010

N of Valid Cases

185

BARRIER TO INTEGRATION: COMMUNICATION ISSUES
Communication Issues - LR
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Total

Valid Percent

Percent

Yes, absolutely

22

35.5

36.7

36.7

Yes, to a certain extend

20

32.3

33.3

70.0

Indifferent

9

14.5

15.0

85.0

No, not really

6

9.7

10.0

95.0

No, absolutely not

3

4.8

5.0

100.0

60

96.8

100.0

2

3.2

62

100.0

Total
Missing

Percent

-99
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Communication Issues - SHO
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Valid Percent

Percent

Yes, absolutely

16

12.5

13.0

13.0

Yes, to a certain extend

51

39.8

41.5

54.5

Indifferent

27

21.1

22.0

76.4

No, not really

14

10.9

11.4

87.8

No, absolutely not

15

11.7

12.2

100.0

123

96.1

100.0

5

3.9

128

100.0

Total
Missing

Percent

-99

Total

CROSS TABULATION: AVERAGE SPOKEN LANGUAGES & LEVEL OF INTEGRATION
Average Language / Integration - LR
V94 Avg Language Spoken
<1

<2

<3

Total

QA 29

No

23

30

58

111

Perceived Level of

Yes

16

12

46

74

39

42

104

185

Integration of SHO
Total
Symmetric Measures
Value
Nominal by Nominal

Approx. Sig.

Phi

.129

.215

Cramer's V

.129

.215

N of Valid Cases

185

Average Language / Integration - SHO
V95_avg_lang_wSHO_new
1
QA_29_SHOIntegratedNew

2

3

Total

No

23

23

65

111

Yes

16

8

50

74

39

31

115

185

Total

Symmetric Measures
Value
Nominal by Nominal

N of Valid Cases

Approx. Sig.

Phi

.131

.202

Cramer's V

.131

.202

185
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CALCULATION TABLE : INTER-GROUP COMMUNICATION

BARRIER TO INTEGRATION: DIFFERENT CULTURES / WAY OF THINKING
Different Cultures - LR
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Yes, absolutely

Valid Percent

Percent

5

8.1

8.3

8.3

Yes, to a certain extend

22

35.5

36.7

45.0

Indifferent

17

27.4

28.3

73.3

No, not really

8

12.9

13.3

86.7

No, absolutely not

8

12.9

13.3

100.0

60

96.8

100.0

2

3.2

62

100.0

Total
Missing

Percent

-99

Total

Different Cultures - SHO
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Total

Valid Percent

Percent

Yes, absolutely

16

12.5

13.0

13.0

Yes, to a certain extend

51

39.8

41.5

54.5

Indifferent

27

21.1

22.0

76.4

No, not really

14

10.9

11.4

87.8

No, absolutely not

15

11.7

12.2

100.0

123

96.1

100.0

5

3.9

128

100.0

Total
Missing

Percent

-99
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BARRIER TO INTEGRATION: OPPORTUNITIES TO MEET
Opportunities to Meet - LR
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Yes, absolutely

Missing

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

4

6.5

6.8

6.8

Yes, to a certain extend

12

19.4

20.3

27.1

Indifferent

12

19.4

20.3

47.5

No, not really

12

19.4

20.3

67.8

No, absolutely not

19

30.6

32.2

100.0

Total

59

95.2

100.0

3

4.8

62

100.0

-99

Total

Opportunities to Meet - SHO
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Valid Percent

Percent

Yes, absolutely

16

12.5

13.0

13.0

Yes, to a certain extend

51

39.8

41.5

54.5

Indifferent

27

21.1

22.0

76.4

No, not really

14

10.9

11.4

87.8

No, absolutely not

15

11.7

12.2

100.0

123

96.1

100.0

5

3.9

128

100.0

Total
Missing

Percent

-99

Total

NUMBER OF MEMBERS OF THE OTHER GROUP KNOWN
SHO known by LR
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

0

8

12.9

12.9

12.9

5

23

37.1

37.1

50.0

10

20

32.3

32.3

82.3

15

2

3.2

3.2

85.5

20

5

8.1

8.1

93.5

30

1

1.6

1.6

95.2

50

3

4.8

4.8

100.0

62

100.0

100.0

Total
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LR known by SHO
Frequency
Valid

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

0

16

12.5

12.8

12.8

5

28

21.9

22.4

35.2

10

45

35.2

36.0

71.2

15

7

5.5

5.6

76.8

20

11

8.6

8.8

85.6

30

8

6.3

6.4

92.0

50

6

4.7

4.8

96.8

100

4

3.1

3.2

100.0

125

97.7

100.0

3

2.3

128

100.0

Total
Missing

Percent

System

Total

BARRIER TO INTEGRATION: INTEREST IN HAVING SOCIAL CONTACTS
Interest in Having Social Contacts - LR
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Missing

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

Yes, absolutely

3

4.8

5.0

5.0

Yes, to a certain extend

3

4.8

5.0

10.0

Indifferent

17

27.4

28.3

38.3

No, not really

18

29.0

30.0

68.3

No, absolutely not

19

30.6

31.7

100.0

Total

60

96.8

100.0

2

3.2

62

100.0

-99

Total

Interest in Having Social Contacts - SHO
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Total

Valid Percent

Percent

Yes, absolutely

16

12.5

13.0

13.0

Yes, to a certain extend

51

39.8

41.5

54.5

Indifferent

27

21.1

22.0

76.4

No, not really

14

10.9

11.4

87.8

No, absolutely not

15

11.7

12.2

100.0

123

96.1

100.0

5

3.9

128

100.0

Total
Missing

Percent

-99
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BARRIER TO INTEGRATION: FEELING REJECTED BY THE OTHER GROUP
Feeling Rejected - LR
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Missing

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

Yes, absolutely

3

4.8

5.0

5.0

Yes, to a certain extend

3

4.8

5.0

10.0

Indifferent

17

27.4

28.3

38.3

No, not really

18

29.0

30.0

68.3

No, absolutely not

19

30.6

31.7

100.0

Total

60

96.8

100.0

2

3.2

62

100.0

-99

Total

Feeling Rejected - SHO
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Valid Percent

Percent

Yes, absolutely

16

12.5

13.0

13.0

Yes, to a certain extend

51

39.8

41.5

54.5

Indifferent

27

21.1

22.0

76.4

No, not really

14

10.9

11.4

87.8

No, absolutely not

15

11.7

12.2

100.0

123

96.1

100.0

5

3.9

128

100.0

Total
Missing

Percent

-99

Total

CROSS TABULATIONS - ATTRIBUTES CHARACTERIZING SHO ‟S RELATIONSHIP WITH LR
Belonging – Isolation
QA 33 Belonging - Isolation
3

2

1

-1

-2

-3

Total

QA 29

No

3

6

32

21

30

14

106

SHO Integrated

Yes

5

21

32

11

2

2

73

8

27

64

32

32

16

179

Total

Value
Nominal by Nominal

N of Valid Cases

Approx. Sig.

Phi

.477

.000

Cramer's V

.477

.000

179
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Inclusion - Exclusion
QA_34_IncluExclu
3
QA_29_SHOIntegrated

2

1

-2

-3

Total

No

3

9

42

26

19

11

110

Yes

7

24

32

6

3

0

72

10

33

74

32

22

11

182

Total

Value
Nominal by Nominal

-1

Approx. Sig.

Phi

.461

.000

Cramer's V

.461

.000

N of Valid Cases

182

Participation - Passivity
QA_35_ParticipPassivity
3
QA_29_SHOIntegrated

2

1

-2

-3

Total

No

5

4

42

16

24

20

111

Yes

8

17

30

12

1

1

69

13

21

72

28

25

21

180

Total

Value
Nominal by Nominal

-1

Approx. Sig.

Phi

.484

.000

Cramer's V

.484

.000

N of Valid Cases

180

Recognition - Rejection
QA_36_RecogniReject
3
QA_29_SHOIntegrated

2

1

-3

Total

6

10

46

22

11

11

106

Yes

6

22

32

7

2

1

70

12

32

78

29

13

12

176

Value

N of Valid Cases

-2

No

Total

Nominal by Nominal

-1

Approx. Sig.

Phi

.361

.000

Cramer's V

.361

.000

176
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WILLINGNESS OF RESPONDENTS TO HAVE SHO BETTER INTEGRATED
SHO Better Integrated - LR
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Missing

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

Yes, absolutely

26

41.9

43.3

43.3

Yes, to a certain extend

24

38.7

40.0

83.3

No, not really

10

16.1

16.7

100.0

Total

60

96.8

100.0

2

3.2

62

100.0

-99

Total

SHO Better Integrated - SHO
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Valid Percent

Percent

Yes, absolutely

32

25.0

26.0

26.0

Yes, to a certain extend

84

65.6

68.3

94.3

No, not really

5

3.9

4.1

98.4

No, absolutely not

2

1.6

1.6

100.0

123

96.1

100.0

5

3.9

128

100.0

Total
Missing

Percent

-99

Total

PERCEPTION OF SHO : BETTER INTEGRATION – IMPROVED SOCIAL LIFE
Improved Social Life
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Total

Valid Percent

Percent

Yes, absolutely

18

9.5

30.5

30.5

Yes, to a certain extend

25

13.2

42.4

72.9

Indifferent

14

7.4

23.7

96.6

No, not really

1

.5

1.7

98.3

No, absolutely not

1

.5

1.7

100.0

59

31.1

100.0

3

1.6

System

128

67.4

Total

131

68.9

190

100.0

Total
Missing

Percent

-99
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PERCEPTION OF SHO : BETTER INTEGRATION – CREATION OF A NEW IDENTITY
Creation of a New Identity
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Valid Percent

Percent

Yes, absolutely

10

5.3

17.5

17.5

Yes, to a certain extend

27

14.2

47.4

64.9

Indifferent

12

6.3

21.1

86.0

No, not really

5

2.6

8.8

94.7

No, absolutely not

3

1.6

5.3

100.0

57

30.0

100.0

5

2.6

System

128

67.4

Total

133

70.0

190

100.0

Total
Missing

Percent

-99

Total

PERCEPTION OF SHO : BETTER INTEGRATION – IMPLICATION OF SHO
Implication of SHO
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Total

Valid Percent

Percent

Yes, absolutely

12

6.3

20.7

20.7

Yes, to a certain extend

21

11.1

36.2

56.9

Indifferent

16

8.4

27.6

84.5

No, not really

6

3.2

10.3

94.8

No, absolutely not

3

1.6

5.2

100.0

58

30.5

100.0

4

2.1

System

128

67.4

Total

132

69.5

190

100.0

Total
Missing

Percent

-99
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PERCEPTION OF SHO : BETTER INTEGRATION – PERCEPTION OF THE SH PROBLEM
Perception of the SHO Problem
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Valid Percent

Percent

Yes, absolutely

11

5.8

19.3

19.3

Yes, to a certain extend

17

8.9

29.8

49.1

Indifferent

22

11.6

38.6

87.7

7

3.7

12.3

100.0

57

30.0

100.0

5

2.6

System

128

67.4

Total

133

70.0

190

100.0

No, not really
Total
Missing

Percent

-99

Total

PERCEPTION OF LR: BETTER INTEGRATION – REDUCTION OF TENSIONS
Reduction of Tensions
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Total

Valid Percent

Percent

Yes, absolutely

11

5.8

19.3

19.3

Yes, to a certain extend

15

7.9

26.3

45.6

Indifferent

22

11.6

38.6

84.2

No, not really

6

3.2

10.5

94.7

No, absolutely not

3

1.6

5.3

100.0

57

30.0

100.0

5

2.6

System

128

67.4

Total

133

70.0

190

100.0

Total
Missing

Percent

-99
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PERCEPTION OF SHO : BETTER INTEGRATION - CONCERN ABOUT LOCAL PROBLEMS
Concern about Local Problems
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Valid Percent

Percent

Yes, absolutely

18

9.5

14.2

14.2

Yes, to a certain extend

80

42.1

63.0

77.2

Indifferent

17

8.9

13.4

90.6

No, not really

8

4.2

6.3

96.9

No, absolutely not

4

2.1

3.1

100.0

127

66.8

100.0

1

.5

System

62

32.6

Total

63

33.2

190

100.0

Total
Missing

Percent

-99

Total

PERCEPTION OF SHO : BETTER INTEGRATION - INTEREST IN LOCAL CULTURE
Interest in Local Culture
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Total

Valid Percent

Percent

Yes, absolutely

25

13.2

19.8

19.8

Yes, to a certain extend

71

37.4

56.3

76.2

Indifferent

18

9.5

14.3

90.5

No, not really

8

4.2

6.3

96.8

No, absolutely not

4

2.1

3.2

100.0

126

66.3

100.0

2

1.1

System

62

32.6

Total

64

33.7

190

100.0

Total
Missing

Percent

-99
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PERCEPTION OF SHO : BETTER INTEGRATION - WILLINGNESS TO PARTICIPATE TO
DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
Participation in Development Projects
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Valid Percent

Percent

Yes, absolutely

16

8.4

12.7

12.7

Yes, to a certain extend

61

32.1

48.4

61.1

Indifferent

30

15.8

23.8

84.9

No, not really

15

7.9

11.9

96.8

4

2.1

3.2

100.0

126

66.3

100.0

2

1.1

System

62

32.6

Total

64

33.7

190

100.0

No, absolutely not
Total
Missing

Percent

-99

Total

PERCEPTION OF SHO : BETTER INTEGRATION - WILLINGNESS TO SUPPORT COMMUNITY
Willingness to Support the Community
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Percent

16

8.4

12.7

12.7

Yes, to a certain extend

63

33.2

50.0

62.7

Indifferent

33

17.4

26.2

88.9

No, not really

11

5.8

8.7

97.6

3

1.6

2.4

100.0

126

66.3

100.0

2

1.1

System

62

32.6

Total

64

33.7

190

100.0

Total

Total

Valid Percent

Yes, absolutely

No, absolutely not

Missing

Percent

-99
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PERCEPTION OF SHO : BETTER INTEGRATION - LENGTH OF STAY
LengthStay
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Valid Percent

Percent

Yes, absolutely

12

6.3

9.5

9.5

Yes, to a certain extend

38

20.0

30.2

39.7

Indifferent

49

25.8

38.9

78.6

No, not really

17

8.9

13.5

92.1

No, absolutely not

10

5.3

7.9

100.0

126

66.3

100.0

2

1.1

System

62

32.6

Total

64

33.7

190

100.0

Total
Missing

Percent

-99

Total

PERCEPTION OF SHO : BETTER INTEGRATION - WILLINGNESS TO CHANGE PLACE OF
RESIDENCE
Place of Residence
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Total

Valid Percent

Percent

Yes, absolutely

14

7.4

11.2

11.2

Yes, to a certain extend

25

13.2

20.0

31.2

Indifferent

33

17.4

26.4

57.6

No, not really

27

14.2

21.6

79.2

No, absolutely not

26

13.7

20.8

100.0

125

65.8

100.0

3

1.6

System

62

32.6

Total

65

34.2

190

100.0

Total
Missing

Percent

-99
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PROPOSALS TO PROMOTE THE INTEGRATION OF SHO - ASSOCIATIONS
Associations
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Valid Percent

Percent

No

19

10.0

10.9

10.9

Yes

129

67.9

73.7

84.6

27

14.2

15.4

100.0

175

92.1

100.0

15

7.9

190

100.0

Indifferent
Total
Missing

Percent

System

Total

PROPOSALS TO PROMOTE THE INTEGRATION OF SHO - DEVELOP. PROJECTS
Community & Development Projects
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

No
Yes
Indifferent
Total

Missing

System

Total

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

8

4.2

4.6

4.6

134

70.5

77.0

81.6

32

16.8

18.4

100.0

174

91.6

100.0

16

8.4

190

100.0

PROPOSALS TO PROMOTE THE INTEGRATION OF SHO – EVENTS & MANIFESTATIONS
Events & Manifestations
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Percent

10

5.3

5.7

5.7

Yes

128

67.4

72.7

78.4

38

20.0

21.6

100.0

176

92.6

100.0

14

7.4

190

100.0

Total

Total

Valid Percent

No

Indifferent

Missing

Percent

System
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PROPOSALS TO PROMOTE THE INTEGRATION OF SHO – DIVERS ACTIVITIES
Divers Activities
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Valid Percent

Percent

No

19

10.0

10.8

10.8

Yes

106

55.8

60.2

71.0

51

26.8

29.0

100.0

176

92.6

100.0

14

7.4

190

100.0

Indifferent
Total
Missing

Percent

System

Total

PROPOSALS TO PROMOTE THE INTEGRATION OF SHO – REUNIONS & MEETINGS
Reunions & Meetings
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Percent

21

11.1

11.9

11.9

Yes

115

60.5

65.3

77.3

40

21.1

22.7

100.0

176

92.6

100.0

14

7.4

190

100.0

Total

Total

Valid Percent

No

Indifferent

Missing

Percent

System
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